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INTRODUCTION

Fostering conversations on emerging and enduring security challenges

By Rob York

The alliance between South Korea and the United States has endured, through a wide variety of challenges and shifts, since the 1953 Mutual Defense Treaty signed by the two governments. Both Seoul and Washington have seen changes in governments—sometimes dramatic changes—in the decades since, but both have consistently affirmed the alliance’s importance. For Seoul, Washington is the guarantor of its security and has been a key supporter of its economic development during key points in its miraculous post-war rise. For the US, having South Korea as an ally provided a foothold on the Asian continent during the Cold War and, closer to the present, its thriving economy and democracy has evinced the success of the liberal democratic system the US has championed.

A unique set of headwinds buffeted the alliance in the 2010s, but the governments of the two countries now sound similar notes on issues that were once contentious: responding to North Korea’s recalcitrance and growing nuclear/missile arsenal, coordinating with the like-minded government in Tokyo, resolving questions over alliance burden-sharing through negotiations and gradual shifts, and addressing China’s growing military might and economic influence. However, the challenges the alliance faces today are not the same as in 1953—or 2017. Continued support for fresh thinking about evolving and emerging threats to the alliance remains essential.

The Pacific Forum continues, through the generous support of the Korea Foundation, to foster such thinking through the Korea Foundation Fellowship, which allows rising Korean scholars, policymakers, and professionals in training the opportunity to conduct research under Pacific Forum staff’s guidance. Through the Pacific Forum, fellows receive mentoring on research and career guidance informed by our years of experience. Through the fellows, the Pacific Forum—and the policymakers, academics, and officials we work with—benefits from the fresh perspectives of young thinkers attuned to the emerging challenges facing South Korea, the alliance, and the Indo-Pacific region as a whole.

Many of the papers in this volume touch on emerging security issues—Kangkyu Lee discusses supply chains for semiconductors, without which much of the technology powering our modern economy would not be possible. Jong-Hwa Ahn delves into the avenues for bilateral counter-disinformation cooperation, a crucial effort for addressing the forces that threaten to undermine democracies from within. Juyoung Kim addresses energy, an area at the intersection of economics and security, which is gradually being reshaped by climate changes and alternative energy sources.

Even those touching on familiar issues—North Korea, China, and trade—inject new thinking into the discussions. With North Korea’s capability to inflict mass destruction continuing to grow, Seongwon Lee examines scenarios that alliance leaders might one day have to react to, including the threat of nuclear weapons. Eun A Jo, with assistance from Jae Chang, assesses the newly elected South Korean administration and its promises to more fully align with the US, as well as the political factors that might hinder that effort. With the underlying tensions behind the US-China trade war that began in 2018 unresolved, Su Hyun Lee makes suggestions on how Korea can endure, and thrive, amid the dispute despite trade headwinds.

Many challenges present for the alliance today will likely endure through the 2020s, and beyond. Other new concerns will emerge. Collaborations between the two countries that cross generational boundaries are essential for meeting these challenges. The Pacific Forum, with the support of the Korea Foundation, is proud to play its part in fostering these conversations.
1. Choose to win: Two scenarios on future weapons and their implications for Korea, the US, and Asian security

By Seongwon Lee

Seongwon Lee is a lecturer at the Graduate School of International Studies at Korea University. Previously, he was a non-resident Korea Foundation fellow at Pacific Forum (2020), deputy director for international cooperation at the Ministry of Unification, and interpretation officer at the Republic of Korea Marine Corps.
ABSTRACT

The history of war has proven how new weapons can determine the outcome of a battle, if not the fate of a nation. Even today, new weapons and systems are appearing on battlefields from the Middle East to Ukraine. Home to some of the most technologically advanced countries in the world, East Asia may well become the next testbed for future weapons. For instance, if North Korea decides to use its nukes, how should a non-nuclear South Korea respond? If US and Chinese destroyers equipped with different levels of weapons accidentally engage in a naval skirmish in the South China Sea, which side will win? If the Republic of Korea (ROK)-US alliance had to focus its defense budget on developing either an offensive or defensive future weapon, which one should they choose? This paper presents a simplified game theoretical approach to these scenarios through a decision tree analysis and payoff matrix analysis. It concludes with a general recommendation on how the study of future scenarios can add scientific value to international politics and the study of warfare, thus helping policymakers determine important waypoints that lie ahead.

INTRODUCTION

The history of war has proven that novel warfare technology and tactics can determine the outcome of a battle, if not the fate of a civilization. We need only look back to the colonization of the New World or, more recently, the Gulf War to understand how a gap in weapon technology can act as a game changer. Nuclear weapons are another example that shows how superior weapons can topple the conventional balance between states. Recent wars have started to show that the term “futuristic weapons” is no longer reserved for the future. New weapons and systems are appearing on contemporary battlefields from Yemen to Ukraine and, witnessing the military value that these weapons bring, belligerents toil to stay ahead in the new arms race. Keeping a technological edge in warfare is now an imperative for major powers.

Home to some of the most technologically advanced countries in the world, East Asia may well become the next testbed for future weapons. North Korea’s nuclear threats and China’s assertiveness in the maritime domain are just two factors adding verisimilitude to such forecasts. A non-nuclear South Korea and its far-away ally, the US, may both look to more advanced weapon systems as a solution to such problems.

By implementing two simple game theory methods—decision tree analysis and payoff matrix analysis—two separate scenarios are analyzed in this paper. The first provides an analysis on how a non-nuclear state should deal with a nuclear threat from its adversary. The second provides an analysis on how two naval vessels will engage each other in a skirmish according to different armament options. Both scenarios aim to shed light on whether a country should funnel resources into offensive or defensive weapons under different circumstances.

Three central arguments are presented in this paper:

1. If a non-nuclear state has to choose between improving offensive (pre-emptive) or defensive capability, it should choose the latter.
2. The optimal weapon-acquisition strategy changes in accordance with the dominant weapon of the era and what the opponent acquires.
3. Improvement in offensive weapon capabilities favors the defender (or hegemon) versus the aggressor (challenger).

Abundant examples can be found in seminal works on the history of military technology including:
- Trevor Dupuy, The Evolution of Weapons and Warfare, (Jane’s, 1982);
- Robert O’Connell, Of Arms and Men: A History of War, Weapons, and Aggression, (Oxford University Press, 1989);
- Martin Van Creveld, Technology and war: from 2000 BC to the present, (Simon and Schuster, 1989); Examples of new military technologies that have shaped the world are well summarized in:
As the purpose of this paper is to provide strategic implications on the development of future weapons and not to come up with a detailed mathematical model, game theory is an effective and efficient analytical tool. As Snidal states, “[its] usefulness therefore depends on whether it poses interesting questions about the politics of international issues and suggests fruitful directions for empirical elaboration, rather than on whether it provides correct answers in any narrow sense.”

SCENARIO 1: NUCLEAR ATTACK ON A NON-NUCLEAR STATE

Scenario Design

Scenario-1 presents a two-party sequential game in which a notional country “nK” has nuclear weapons, while a notional country “sK” has only conventional pre-emptive strike and missile defense capabilities. Conflict between the two countries leads to nK seriously considering an imminent nuclear attack on sK. In this case, nK can start the game by either displaying its nuclear weapons as a strategic message or concealing them to increase the weapon’s survivability. If nK decides to display, it may do so with either a real nuke or a decoy. sK can respond by either conducting or not conducting a pre-emptive strike on the displayed nuke and the strike may succeed or fail depending on sK’s capabilities. Whether the strike succeeds or not, nK has the liberty to either launch or not launch a retaliatory nuclear strike, using sK’s pre-emptive attempts as an excuse. However, if sK does not conduct a pre-emptive strike, nK may or may not launch a pre-emptive (not retaliatory) nuclear strike. If nK launches any nuclear strike, sK automatically activates its missile defense system, which also may succeed or fail depending on its capabilities.

Our goal is to analyze the possible outcomes of the scenario to figure out whether sK should focus its limited resources on acquiring an offensive or defensive weapon if it must choose one. Detailed notations and their meanings are summarized in Table 1. The model follows a set of rules and assumptions outlined in Table 2.

Table 1 Summary of notations used in Scenario-1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Players</td>
<td>nK: nuclear weapon state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sK: non-nuclear weapon state with conventional pre-emptive and defensive capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nK</td>
<td>DN, DR, DD, CN (predetermined)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DN: display nuke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- DR: display real nuke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- DD: display decoy nuke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CN: conceal nuke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PN, RN, nNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PN: pre-emptive nuclear strike</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RN: retaliatory nuclear strike</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>nNA: no action (by nK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sK</td>
<td>MD (predetermined)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MD: missile defense (automatically activated when nK fires nuke)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PS, sNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PS: pre-emptive strike</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sNA: no action (by sK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sx, Fx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sx: success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fx: failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameters</td>
<td>p(x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>probability of action “x”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{a,b,c,...,p}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Actions “a,” “b,” “c,” … and “p”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>x/y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Action “x” happens, and then action “y” happens</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Table 2 Rules and rationales of Scenario-1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$p(\text{DR}/\text{PS})=p(\text{DN}/\text{PS})$ and $p(\text{DR}/\text{sNA})=p(\text{DN}/\text{sNA})$</td>
<td>sK cannot distinguish decoy and real nuke at display.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sK loses game if ${\text{MD}/\text{Fx}}$ (except ${\text{DD}/\text{NA}/\text{PN}/\text{MD}/\text{Fx}}$)</td>
<td>Failure to defend nuclear missile results in annihilation of sK (except when missile is decoy).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sK wins game if ${\text{nNA}}$</td>
<td>No additional action from nK means that the nuclear crisis is controlled, which is a desired end-state for sK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p(\text{PS}/\text{Fx})=1-p(\text{PS}/\text{Sx})$ and $p(\text{MD}/\text{Fx})=1-p(\text{MD}/\text{Sx})$</td>
<td>sK’s actions can either succeed or fail—no other possible outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p(\text{CN})=1-p(\text{DN})$ and $p(\text{DD})=1-p(\text{DR})$; therefore $p(\text{DN}/\text{DR})+p(\text{DD}/\text{DD})=p(\text{DN})=1-p(\text{CN})$</td>
<td>nK can either display or conceal nuke, and either display real or decoy nuke—no other possible options.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p(\text{CN}/\text{PS})=0$</td>
<td>sK cannot launch pre-emptive strike if nK conceals nuke.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p(\text{CN})/\text{PS})=p(\text{MD}/\text{Fx})$ and $p(\text{RN}/\text{Sx})=p(\text{MD}/\text{Fx})$ (No Sx &amp; Fx parameters assigned to nK, for parsimony)</td>
<td>nK nukes are technically reliable; therefore, success of nK nuke attack is only dependent on failure of sK missile defense.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p(\text{PS}/\text{Sx}) \propto p(\text{PS})$</td>
<td>As success rate of sK’s pre-emptive strike and missile defense increases, sK becomes more confident and willing to conduct the strike.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p(\text{MD}/\text{Sx}) \propto p(\text{PS})$</td>
<td>As success rate of sK’s pre-emptive strike increases, sK becomes more willing to conceal its nukes. As success rate of sK’s missile defense increases, sK becomes less willing to launch a nuclear strike.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>${\text{PS}} \propto p(\text{RN})$</td>
<td>sK’s pre-emptive strike increases likelihood of nK’s retaliatory nuclear strike, and sK’s non-action increases likelihood of nK’s non-action.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>${\text{sNA}} \propto p(\text{nNA})$</td>
<td>Not showing any activity and backing down will simply mean defeat of nK, which is a very unlikely act of a state that is pushed to the brink of deploying nuclear weapons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{No other actions (diplomacy, sanctions, subversion, etc) at play}$</td>
<td>The scenario focuses solely on ‘the eve of war’ phase, in which a conflict has already triggered nK to seriously consider use of its nukes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{All actions are sequential}$</td>
<td>The scenario is laid out in sequential order (from left to right in diagram).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sK has no retaliatory options</td>
<td>Post-mortem retaliation is not a feasible option against nK.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| nK has more than 1 nuke, and most of it is well hidden in hardened sites | The scenario is loosely based on real-world countries such as North Korea.

---

1 It would be fair to disclaim that in reality ROK does have a defense plan based on all three axes, namely the Kill Chain (pre-emptive surgical strike), KAMD (Korea Air and Missile Defense), and KMPR (Korea Mass Punishment and Retaliation). See Ian Bowers and Henrik Stalhane Hiim, “Conventional Counterforce Dilemmas: South Korea’s Deterrence Strategy and Stability on the Korean Peninsula,” International Security 45, 3 (2021): 7-39.

Figure 1 Decision Tree of Pre-emptive Scenario-1

Results and Discussion

As can be seen from Figure 1, the model has 18 decision nodes (nK=16, sK=2), 18 chance nodes (sK only), and 35 end nodes (nK=13, sK=22). Important probabilities of outcomes that are in favor of sK are listed in Table 3. Based on the scenario analysis above, we are able to devise a set of strategies for sK.

(Strategy-1) One particular decision node that deserves attention is \{DD/sNA/PN/MD/Fx\}—nK displays a decoy nuke → sK doesn’t react → nK launches the decoy → sK missile defense fails.

Unlike other end nodes, this one is peculiar in that the failure of sK missile defense doesn’t lead to the destruction of sK because the fired nuke is a decoy. In fact, it is rather unlikely that nK will fire a decoy. This only increases the probability of nK choosing the alternative node, “no additional action,” which is the desired end-state for sK. Therefore, one strategy for sK is to increase the probability of the favorable \{DD/sNA\} node.

(Strategy-2) In order to increase p(DD/sNA), sK must decrease p(DD/PS). Since p(PS) is positively affected by p(PS/Sx), an increase in p(PS/Sx) will harm sK’s security interest. In other words, as sK’s success rate of—and confidence in—its pre-emptive capability increases, sK will become more inclined to launch the pre-emptive strike. This increases the possibility of sK falling into the “retaliation versus missile defense” nodes which aren’t necessarily in favor of sK.

(Strategy-3) Since p(CN/nNA)=0, p(CN/PN)=1 and p(CN/{Fx})=2/4. In simple words, simply concealing its nukes
and making no further action will mean defeat and therefore is an unlikely decision for nK. This leaves nK with the only other node in “conceal nukes,” which is to launch a pre-emptive nuclear strike on sK (CN/PN). If nK takes this node, sK risks a losing probability of 50% (two out of four possible outcomes), which is the highest among all decision nodes. Therefore, this node should be avoided. If nK has information that sK’s pre-emptive strike success rate is high, there is a bigger chance that nK will decide not to display its nuke (p(DN)<p(CN)), which means that sK will not have the chance to use its pre-emptive strike capabilities no matter how credible they are. Once again, an increase in p(PS/Sx) harms sK’s security interest.

(Strategy-4) In fact, the best way to increase the possibility of winning for sK is quite obvious and simple—increase the success rate of missile defense (p(MD/Sx)). Unlike the increase in p(PS/Sx), which can harm sK’s interest in the big picture by increasing p(CN), increase in p(MD/Sx) increases p(nNA) and sK’s chance of ultimate victory at the same time.

Let us translate these strategies into policy vernacular. First, if nK displays a decoy, sK is better not to strike first. Whether nK displays a real nuke or decoy, sK’s pre-emptive strike ultimately leads to the same chance of winning/losing by automatically triggering a retaliatory nuclear strike from nK. On the other hand, sK’s inaction can at least leave the possibility open for a more benign scenario in which nK has displayed a decoy.3

Second, as sK’s confidence in a pre-emptive strike increases, its willingness to conduct the strike will also increase. Not only does such a situation push sK into an unfavorable node for the same reasons mentioned above, but it also pushes nK towards concealment of its nukes, the worst node for sK. For instance, if South Korea declares that it will import a hypersonic missile that can strike North Korean missile sites in a matter of seconds, North Korea would probably conceal its nukes to make them difficult for the South to target.

Third, even if sK succeeds in the pre-emptive strike, nK will most likely strike back with retaliatory nukes. Then, the game spirals down once again to missile defense versus nuclear attack, ironically leaving no room for sK’s pre-emptive strike capability to prove its utility further.

Fourth, missile defense is always at the terminal node of decisions, which means that it remains unaffected by other events. Therefore, more defensive capabilities do no harm to sK’s security interest.

Let us suppose that sK has just enough R&D budget to develop either an offensive future weapon, such as a flotilla of destroyers with hypersonic railguns, or a defensive future weapon, such as a laser-based missile interception system. According to the scenario analysis above, it seems wiser for sK to funnel the budget into the latter.

**SCENARIO 2: NAVAL SKIRMISH BETWEEN TWO DESTROYERS**

*Scenario Design*

Scenario-2 presents a two-party zero-sum game that simplifies a naval skirmish between destroyers of two notional countries, “U” and “C.” The two countries are assumed to possess a similar level of military technologies, and each destroyer can be armed with four types of weapons: conventional gun, anti-ship missile, laser CIWS (Close-In Weapon System), and electromagnetic railgun (EMRG). The conventional gun and anti-ship missile are installed as default, whereas the laser and railgun are optional. Scenario-2A assumes that railguns have better performance compared to conventional guns, but cannot outperform missiles. Scenario-2B assumes that railgun technology has matured to the point that railguns can outperform missiles.

---

3 This situation is akin to the “Schrödinger’s cat experiment.” In sK’s perspective, if it doesn’t launch a pre-emptive strike, the authenticity of the displayed nuke remains unknown, which means there is still chance for a better node (DR/sNA≠DD/sNA); If it does launch a pre-emptive strike, however, the situation leads to two identical nodes (DR/PS=DD/PS).
The game aims to provide an illustrative account of the results of the engagement under different weapons as their comparative advantages change. The game is laid out in the form of a matrix with three payoff values—“win,” “lose,” and “draw.” Detailed notations and their meanings are summarized in Table 4. The model follows a set of rules and assumptions that are outlined in Table 5. Table 6 depicts the labels assigned for each event.

### Table 3 Summary of notations used in Scenario-2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Players</td>
<td>U, C the two countries involved in naval skirmish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weapons</td>
<td>G conventional naval gun (default offensive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M anti-ship cruise missile (default offensive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R electromagnetic railgun (optional offensive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L laser CIWS (optional defensive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results</td>
<td>u U wins, C loses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c C wins, U loses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>draw U and C draw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameters</td>
<td>p(x) probability of event “x”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4 Rules and rationales of Scenario-2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G&lt;(\text{R} &lt; \text{M} ) (scenario-2A)</td>
<td>Railgun technology shows lower performance than missiles, but overpowers conventional gunnery.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G(\text{M} &lt; \text{R} ) (scenario-2B)</td>
<td>Railgun technology matures to overpower the offensive performance of missiles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M(=\text{L} ) (scenario-2A &amp; -2B)</td>
<td>Laser defense can shoot down missiles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L(=\text{G} &amp; \text{L} \text{R} ) (scenario-2A &amp; -2B)</td>
<td>Laser defense is ineffective against gunnery warfare (conventional &amp; electromagnetic) due to the sheer volume they can deliver.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5 Label of Events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>None</th>
<th>Laser</th>
<th>Railgun</th>
<th>Both</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>NN</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser</td>
<td>LN</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railgun</td>
<td>RN</td>
<td>RL</td>
<td>RR</td>
<td>RB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both</td>
<td>BN</td>
<td>BL</td>
<td>BR</td>
<td>BB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Results and Discussion

The result of scenario-2A, which postulates that missiles perform the offensive role better than railguns, is laid out in Table 7. The observations show some noticeable traits. For convenience, we will look into the results from U’s perspective.
First, regardless of C’s choice, U benefits from acquiring lasers. Probability of win/draw increases if a default U destroyer acquires lasers (2/4 • 3/4) and if a U destroyer that already has a railgun adds lasers (2/4 • 4/4).

But if C is at default setting, then adding railguns does not affect the payoff.

Second, if U is at default setting, adding railguns does not affect the payoff. The outcomes are the same for a U destroyer when it is at default and when it acquires railguns.

However, if U has already installed lasers, adding railguns can increase the chances of winning or not losing. Probability of win (2/4 • 3/4) and draw (3/4 • 4/4) increases if a U destroyer that already has lasers adds railguns.

This is especially true when the opponent has installed lasers. If both U and C destroyers are equipped with lasers, U can win by adding railguns. If a C destroyer has both, while a U destroyer only has lasers, U can at least draw by adding railguns.

Third, if C has lasers and railguns, the only meaningful effort to make would be to acquire both. Adding only one weapon to a default U destroyer will make no difference in the outcome.

In policy terms, when the performance of missiles is better than railguns, U should funnel resources to develop defensive laser weapons; if U already has developed these laser weapons, adding railguns will make a difference. If U knows that C has both capabilities, the only meaningful option for U is to acquire both as well.
The result of scenario-2B, which postulates that railguns have started to outperform the offensive capabilities of missiles, is laid out in Table 8.

First, regardless of C’s choice, U benefits from acquiring railguns. Probability of win/draw increases if a default U destroyer acquires railguns (1/4 → 4/4) and if a U destroyer that already has lasers adds railguns (2/4 → 4/4).

But if C is at default setting, then adding lasers would also suffice.

Second, if U is at default setting, adding lasers does affect the payoff. This is in contrast with scenario 2-A, in which adding railguns to a default destroyer did not affect the payoff.

However, if U has already installed railguns, adding lasers cannot increase the chances of winning or not losing. Probability of win/draw remains the same when U adds lasers to its railgun destroyer, regardless of C’s weapon set.

Third, if C has a railgun, the only meaningful effort to make would be to acquire a railgun.

In policy terms, when railguns start to outperform missiles, U should funnel resources to develop more offensive than defensive weapons. If U already has railguns, adding lasers will not make a difference; oppositely, if U knows that C has railguns, there will be no point in adding lasers.
Choose to win: Two scenarios on future weapons and their implications for Korea, the US, and Asian security

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario-1</th>
<th>Scenario-2</th>
<th>∆</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Win</td>
<td>5/16</td>
<td>4/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Lose</td>
<td>7/16</td>
<td>8/16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Also noteworthy is the change in the “win(p(u))” to “not lose(p(u+d))” ratio of the weapon of choice. As depicted in Table 9, as the dominant weapon in the scenario shifts from defensive (laser) to offensive (railgun) weapons, chances of winning decreases by 20%, whereas chances of not losing increases by 14.3%. Such a result seems to betray the common-sense conjecture that advancement of offensive weapons will likely lead to an increase in the chances of a complete win or decrease in the chances of a draw. Although such a slight change in probabilities may not seem dramatic, it is not to be taken lightly in the strategic sense given that the outcomes of even one naval skirmish can significantly change the tide of war.

An increased chance of not losing also comes with important strategic implications. According to war history, seldom does the offensive side attack to maintain the *status quo* or draw; in most cases, offense is used as a medium of change or to win.6 To quote a seminal work that provides a time series analysis on the correlations of hegemony and wars, “once a hegemon dominates the world economy, its interests shift to maintaining the global *status quo* and to opposing any intra-core wars that might upset its dominant position … At their peak, hegemons have little to gain and everything to lose in a major war.”7 If, in accordance with this study, the probabilities of a decisive victory decline as future weapons begin overpowering existing ones, so will the challenger’s willingness to antagonize the defender. Naturally, the evolution of warfare will favor those who prefer the *status quo*—the defenders and the hegemon—who are more risk-averse and fearful of decisive defeat, compared to those who aim to disrupt the *status quo*—the offenders and the challengers—who seek the opportunity when it comes.8

**CONCLUSION**

This paper attempts to analyze the strategic implications that the advent of future weapons will bring through two simple game-theoretical scenario studies. In the first scenario, we analyzed the interrelations of two strategic options—pre-emption and defense—that a non-nuclear weapon state can choose to counter a nuclear attack from an adversary. The result was counterintuitive, suggesting that enhancing pre-emptive strike capabilities can, in fact, harm the non-nuclear state’s security interest. The main reason behind such irony is that increased pre-emptive strike capability leads to increased confidence and willingness to use such capability, which in turn decreases the likelihood of the nuclear adversary backing down or to display its nuclear weapons. This is especially true when the adversary has—and in most cases they will have—the option of displaying a decoy nuke. Under such precautions, this paper suggests that a non-nuclear state should focus on enhancing its defensive capabilities rather than its pre-emptive strike capabilities if it must choose one.

The second scenario looked into the possible outcomes of a naval skirmish, according to the combatant’s weapon combination and how the outcome changes as the hierarchy among weapons evolves. We laid out a simplified payoff matrix with conventional guns and anti-ship missiles as the default armaments, and lasers and railguns as optional armaments. As the performance of railguns exceeded that of missiles, the best weapon selection strategy also changed. The second game also showed a counterintuitive result: as the dominant future weapon changed from

---

8 Hong-cheol Kim and Patrick James, “The Paradox of Power Asymmetry: When and Why Do Weaker States Challenge US Hegemony?” *All Azimuth*, 5, 2 (2016): 5-28; According to an analysis, the U.S. resulted in 12 wins, 9 losses, and 43 draws for the past 100 years. Such results might serve as post-mortem evidence that shows how a hegemon tends to prefer “not losing” over “winning”.
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defensive (laser) to offensive (railgun), the probability of “winning” the battle decreased, whereas “not losing” increased. The findings of this study bear implications as to where a country should funnel its R&D budgets for future weapon systems.

The methods employed in this paper are rudimentary and simple; it is much easier to extract lessons from simplified scenarios than from detailed ones that aim to represent a specific situation. Not only do simple scenarios have an advantage in terms of parsimony, but they also show more flexibility in terms of where the lessons learnt can be applied. This is an especially useful trait when navigating the future, which evades the conventional scientific dogma of hypothesis-verification. Hypotheses about the future can only be verified when the future comes, and when it does, it’s usually too late.

Though notional, both scenarios in this paper bring significant implications to possible futures in the real world. If, for instance, North Korea decides to launch a nuclear attack on the ROK tomorrow, where should ROK invest its resources? If US and Chinese destroyers patrolling near the Scarborough Shoals accidentally collide next year, how will the skirmish end? What future weapons should the US acquire? How can ROK and US statesmen choose to win in the unknown domain—the future? Simplified scenario analysis is an affordable tool that could be further developed to assist decision-making in the policy sector.
2. South Korea’s role amid US-China strategic competition

By Su Hyun Lee
ABSTRACT

During the Trump administration, US-China relations went from bad to worse. Now, during the Biden administration, increased economic, ideological, and technological competition between China and the US has narrowed the potential space for cooperation between the two powers. This paper suggests three different policies for South Korea to avoid the risks caused by Sino-US rivalry. First, South Korea should construct a long-term foreign policy based on democracy and the market economy. This would eventually allow South Korea to avoid the pressure of maintaining “strategic ambiguity.” Second, South Korea should promote multilateralism. This approach will allow Seoul to moderate the pressure caused by the US and China as tensions continue to escalate. Finally, South Korea should continue to invest in technology and play a significant role in constructing global governance over the economy. Being a major force in technology will grant South Korea an opportunity to play an active role as the US and China seek partners to construct global governance in the fields of economy, technology, and security.

INTRODUCTION

After China joined the WTO in 2001, it became the “world’s factory,” the biggest beneficiary in the international order, and, as of 2010, the world’s second-largest economy. By taking advantage of low costs and abundant labor resources, China quickly positioned itself as a central player in global value chains. The growing trade deficit with China eventually became a major political issue in the 2016 US presidential campaign and to reduce it, former US President Donald Trump promised to address China’s unfair trading practices, including intellectual property (IP) theft, forced technology transfers, lack of market access for American companies in China, and Beijing’s subsidies for favored Chinese firms.¹

The US-China trade war began on July 6, 2018, when the US imposed a 25% tariff on $34 billion in Chinese imports. As the US and China imposed tariffs on each other’s products, import costs continued to rise until they reached an agreement in principle on a Phase 1 Trade Deal in mid-December 2019. In addition to other trade commitments, the 2020 Phase 1 Trade Deal required Chinese leaders to purchase an additional $200 billion worth of American goods and services over 2017 levels by the end of 2021.²

South Korea was one country affected by the US-China trade war. An export-oriented economy vulnerable to trade friction, in 2018, South Korea’s foreign trade dependence reached 68.8%, of which 26.8% was dependent on China and 12% on the US.³ As China and the US are the country’s first and second-largest export destinations, South Korea desperately needs recommendations on ways to minimize the impact of US-China friction.

This paper analyzes the trade war and offers recommendations for South Korea. Section I discusses the background of the trade war and its distinctive characteristics, including the Phase I deal. It finds that while the dispute is unlikely to escalate past a certain point due to economic integration achieved so far, there is little sign of de-escalation as the trade war takes on a new human rights emphasis under Biden. As such, Section II examines the implications of the trade war for South Korea and provides recommendations to reduce associated risks. First, South Korea should construct a long-term foreign policy based on democracy and the market economy. Second, South Korea should promote multilateralism and, finally, South Korea should continue to invest in technology and play a significant role in constructing governance in the global economy.

² Ibid.
1. LESSONS FROM THE US-CHINA TRADE DISPUTE

The immediate causes of US-China trade tensions were four of China’s practices that the US trade representative called, following an investigation concluding in March 2018, unfair and justifying US response: forced technology transfer, cyber-enabled theft of US intellectual property (IP) and trade secrets, discriminatory and nonmarket practices, and state-funded strategic acquisition of US assets. In January 2020, following several rounds of tariff impositions and negotiations, the two countries signed the Phase 1 Trade Deal, requiring China to go through structural reforms in its economic and trade regime. In addition to structural reforms, it required China to purchase an additional $200 billion in American goods and services over 2017 levels by the end of 2021. However, reports, including those by the Peterson Institute for International Economics (PIIE), indicate China is falling far short of the commitments in the Phase 1 agreement.

While both the Trump administration and China said the Phase 1 deal would be a temporary truce in their 18-month trade war, the incumbent Biden administration has shown little appetite for easing up on China’s trade practices. Unlike with European or other allies, where the Biden administration has publicly discussed smoothing ties ruffled by disputes during the Trump administration, it seems unlikely for the new administration to normalize ties with its Chinese counterpart in the near future.

By signing the Phase 1 deal, the US and China were able to ease trade tensions in the short term, however, it also set the stage for discussions on economic disputes such as US concerns on forced technology transfers and cyber theft of IP, industrial policies, state subsidies, and the development of new technology. To meet these growing challenges and achieve a stable, mutually beneficial economic relationship, the US must re-engage with China through a consistent, comprehensive, and strategic multilateral approach that realistically assesses US economic and security interests.

The distinctive lessons revealed by the US-China trade disputes that will continue to impact relations are as follows.

i. The complete decoupling of economies is unlikely

The trade war began with the purpose of resolving the growing trade imbalance between the US and China. Although there were several moments where the two sides failed to agree on new steps to reduce the deficit, negotiations resumed at critical moments. This may be because, despite their differences, the US and China are unlikely to fully decouple, as their economies are highly integrated.

After China joined the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 2001, the US significantly increased economic ties with Beijing. US trade ties with China peaked in 2017, with the share of US goods exported to China reaching 8.6% and the share of goods imported reaching 21.6%. The US has benefited from this increased economic integration with China. Specifically, American families and consumers have benefited from cheaper goods imported from China. According to a report by Oxford Economics and the US-China Business Council, “businesses have benefited from cost-effective inputs that boost their competitiveness, while globally integrated supply chains improve efficiency and lower production costs for US firms.” All of these factors enabled US businesses to grow while creating jobs in the US.

---
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Since this highpoint, the trade war has grown from US fears regarding trade with China, specifically Beijing’s failure to adhere to commonly accepted rules in the market economy. China’s unique, state-driven economic model only intensified these fears. Yet, despite intentions of modifying China’s behavior in international trade, the US economy has also suffered from US-China trade disputes. A wide range of academic and industry studies have indicated that the trade war between the US and China has lowered US GDP growth, economic welfare, and employment. The significant increase in tariffs also contributed to a decline in bilateral imports and exports. Estimated costs to the US economy range from $6.9-$7.2 billion by the end of 2018, with one study suggesting that the trade war cost US firms $1.7 trillion in market capitalization and could reduce investment growth by 1.9% in 2020.

In 2022, both the US and China need their economies to perform in the face of expected tests of leadership. The US will host a midterm election in November where the outcome will serve as a referendum on President Joe Biden’s first two years in office and set the table for the 2024 presidential campaign. China, on the other hand, will have its 20th Party Congress this year, where Xi’s third term will be decided. The economy has always been a key indicator assessing the president’s leadership.

Despite the challenges of the trade war, based on the economic interdependence of the US and China, there are limits to how far either side can escalate tensions in the field of trade.

ii. A lack of cooperation

While decoupling is unlikely, there is little sign of a breakthrough. On Nov. 15, President Biden met president Xi at a virtual summit and, despite their intention to enhance cooperation in various fields, the lack of a joint statement indicates each president’s different priorities and difficulty cooperating with one another. According to official readouts from the meeting, the White House emphasized “working with allies and partners to write the rules of the road for the 21st century,” while Beijing’s foreign ministry called for US policy on China to be “rational and pragmatic.” Despite China’s optimism that trade disputes will be resolved gradually, their rhetoric reveals little room for increased cooperation.

As a result of the trade war, countries were able to see how commerce, technology, and security are interconnected. The disputes also clearly demonstrated the importance of maintaining technological innovation in order to become and remain a hegemonic power. Based on this belief, the US will endeavor to lead the development of the digital economy and protect IP rights in the future. Furthermore, the US will continue to criticize China for its methods of acquiring US technology and IP rights while stressing the importance of preventing unfair trade practices. All of these issues will make it difficult for two countries to cooperate.

iii. The importance of human rights issue and democratic values

With the Biden administration, the trade dispute has taken on a new dimension that emphasizes human rights. Throughout the trade war there were two cases where the scope of tensions expanded: import bans over concerns with forced labor and the reclassification of goods from Hong Kong as a result of Beijing’s crackdown on democracy and human rights. According to Secretary of State Antony Blinken, “We will bring to bear all the tools of our diplomacy to defend human rights and hold accountable perpetrators of abuse.” A number of mechanisms, including travel and financial sanctions under the US Global Magnitsky Act, will be used to address the issue.

---
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For starters, the US banned imports from the Xinjiang region of China out of concerns over “genocide and crimes against humanity [that] occurred during the year against the predominantly Muslim Uyghurs and other ethnic and religious minority groups.”16 Starting in September 2019, US Customs and Border Protection began to issue a series of “withhold release orders” on imported products from companies it alleged were using forced labor.17 In January 2021, these orders extended to imports of cotton and tomato products from the entire Xinjiang region. Given the region’s importance for cotton harvesting in China’s textile and apparel industry and related supply chains, these actions could affect a large share of US imports from China in the near future.

Secondly, when Beijing imposed national security legislation on Hong Kong in July 2020, the Trump administration issued an executive order indicating that the United States would no longer treat trade with Hong Kong as independent from China.18 In August, US Customs and Border Protection announced that imported goods produced in Hong Kong must henceforth be marked to indicate “China” as their origin.19 As a result, the US could apply Section 301 tariffs, antidumping or countervailing duties on Hong Kong just as it did on China.

These cases demonstrate how the scope of disputes between two countries has grown based on issues related to maintaining human rights and democratic values. As the Biden administration focuses more on these values, conflicts are likely to expand. Recent cases, such as the Bureau of Industry and Security’s (BIS’s) addition of 34 entities to the “Entity List”20 and the US government’s announcement of a boycott on the Beijing Olympics due to China’s repression of Uyghurs, clearly show the likelihood of escalating tensions.21

2. POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SOUTH KOREA

Throughout the Trump administration, the Sino-US bilateral relationship transitioned from cooperation and relative stability to rivalry and competition. The Biden administration’s approach to China shows that the situation is unlikely to change in the short term as the rivalry between the world’s two largest economies is based on winning the hegemonic war in the realm of economy and ideology. As a result, increased economic, technological, and ideological competition between the US and China narrows the potential space for cooperation.

South Korea is a country heavily affected by the US and China. Since the Korean War, South Korea has become a close ally of the US, with the ironclad alliance having significant impacts on every aspect of Korean society. However, as China became South Korea’s major trade partner, accounting for a quarter of Korea’s total exports, it became natural to seek cooperative engagement with Beijing.22 With rising US-China tensions, South Korea has maintained its policy of “strategic ambiguity” to sustain an economic relationship with China while enhancing its security partnership with the US.23 However, as US-China tensions continue to escalate, such a posture will impose considerable costs in maintaining a firm alliance with the US. Currently, the Biden administration is rebuilding the supply chains to exclude China from accessing advanced technologies. In order to do so, the US will enact strong
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22 Lee Gyu-lee, “‘Money or Freedom’: Is South Korea safe from China’s Infiltration?” Korea Times, Sept. 9, 2021, https://www.koreatimes.co.kr/www/nation/2022/03/120_315236.html
industrial policies at home and foster multifaceted cooperation with like-minded countries. If South Korea maintains its policy of “strategic ambiguity,” it would eventually risk excluding South Korea from the US-led global value chain (GVC). As such, three different policies are recommended for South Korea as tensions between the US and China grow.

i. Thinking long term

First, South Korea needs a national security strategy based on a long-term perspective across a host of issues. The current situation has evolved out of the US and China’s competition against each other for global supremacy, therefore, it is crucial for South Korea to have a long-term national security plan to minimize associated risks. This long-term national security strategy for South Korea should be based on democracy and the market economy. At the same time, South Korea should develop a national strategy that does not neglect specific countries. For example, the US, Australia, and Japan are currently seeking cooperation to construct secure supply chains in Asia. Accordingly, South Korea should also take part in this working group and play a leading role in developing new sets of global standards that promote fair trade. In the long-term perspective, these non-discriminatory principles should help recover multilateral trade and, by clarifying its goals of maintaining global norms and standards, South Korea will have more choices as the US and China continue to compete. Having clear values to promote in foreign policy will also benefit South Korea as countries in the Indo-Pacific region focus more on exercising “value diplomacy.”

In the future, “value diplomacy” will become a strategic priority when it comes to constructing foreign policy, as seen in the G7 meeting in 2021. That year, G7 leaders put forward the Cornwall Consensus, which advocates “public-private partnership, public investment, proactive state-led governance in domestic markets, and intergovernmental cooperation among the leading democracies of the G7 and their allies.” Through the Cornwall Consensus, the group of leading industrialized nations aims to achieve their common goal of constructing “a norm based, free and fair economic system.” As the group and its allies cooperate to construct international democratic economic governance, South Korea should also exercise “value diplomacy” to resolve various issues, ranging from climate change, labor standards, and supply chain resilience. South Korea, particularly its new administration, should pursue foreign policy from this long-term perspective in the future.

ii. Multilateral cooperation

Secondly, South Korea should cooperate with like-minded countries. There is bound to be a limit to the nation’s independent response to changes in the external environment caused by the US-China trade war. As a result, South Korea should redouble its efforts to eradicate protectionism and redesign the multilateral global economic order through solidarity with like-minded countries.

Germany and France proposed the Alliance for Multilateralism to restore UN-centered multilateralism as nationalism and isolationism rise, while Japan, Canada, and Australia are expressing their intent to join it. In other words, major countries are already forming a consensus on the crisis confronting multilateralism. South Korea too needs to play a leading role in maintaining the multilateral global economic order.

Joining a “mega-FTA” could be one way to promote multilateralism. South Korea was one of the founding members of the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) signed on November 15, 2020. By joining the “mega-FTA,” South Korean goods exporters will get better access to growing Southeast Asian consumer markets.

RCEP will also reduce tariffs and other trade barriers to a significantly larger extent than the 2007 ASEAN-South Korea FTA.²⁷ As part of his New Southern Policy strategy, President Moon Jae-in sought to strengthen trade links with the countries in the region. While the requirements for RCEP are shallower compared to CPTPP and other FTAs, there is room for improvement. In the future, this would further facilitate South Korean exports to ASEAN while promoting a multilateral global order in the region.²⁸

In addition, RCEP supports South Korea’s push to diversify diplomatic partners while expanding its economic links. By joining the “mega-FTA,” South Korea could reduce its reliance on certain countries and improve diplomatic relationships with other nations involved in the partnership. In the short term, Korea needs to preemptively work to present a roadmap for RCEP and join other partnerships without forming exclusive relationships. In the long term, South Korea should seek to form a regional economic zone while promoting multilateralism in the region and playing a leading role in structuring norms and governance in the field of trade.

iii. Achieving technological sovereignty

Thirdly, South Korea should develop its policy to achieve “digital transformation.” As the US-China trade disputes proceeded South Korea was able to see the importance of maintaining economic strength and technological leadership. In the near future, the United States will make international solidarity efforts to contain China in the realm of AI, 5G, big data, robots, aerospace, and quantum computers, while China will seek various long-term countermeasures to weaken American efforts.²⁹

During the trade dispute, another important phenomenon completely changed the business environment: COVID-19, an unanticipated crisis which divided businesses into online and offline services. Accordingly, digital companies dominated the market with overwhelming competitiveness while breaking down the boundaries of existing industries. By taking advantage of big data, IoT, artificial intelligence, and blockchain technology, a linear value chain has evolved into a network form.³⁰

To achieve “digital transformation,” which is key to achieving supremacy in technology, both the public and private sectors should play active roles. To begin with, the government should improve the regulatory system to nurture new industries such as semiconductors, batteries, and biotechnology. For example, semiconductors are an important industry in South Korea playing a key role in the national economy and supply chain security. Despite the importance of the semiconductor industry, South Korea faces a shortage of skilled workers, numerous regulations on expanding semiconductor plants, and a lack of incentives for investment in R&D infrastructure.³¹ To achieve dominance in the sector, the government of South Korea could establish graduate schools dedicated to chip industries and expand tax support for companies investing in semiconductor facilities. As for the private sector, companies should continuously seek ways to diversify their business models. Traditionally, corporations have adopted a horizontal strategy where they expand their business to excel in specific markets. However, as technology develops further and the boundaries of business blur, companies should expand vertically, seeking ways to incorporate various industries into a single business model.³² Finally, the public and private sector should cooperate to achieve digital transformation in South Korea. If the private sector provides technology and public institutions provide infrastructure to accumulate and utilize data, an ecosystem could be developed for new digital platforms, new businesses and new jobs in Korea.
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Only by attaining “digital transformation” and excellence in R&D will South Korea achieve sovereignty in technology, an essential premise for achieving “economic security.”33 By developing advanced technologies, South Korea can provide innovation to the US and China, play a leading role constructing global standards, and avoid the risks of US-China strategic competition to maintain economic security.

CONCLUSION

During the Trump administration, US-China relations went from bad to worse. By experiencing robust economic success and becoming the world’s second largest economy in 2010, China created fear in its American counterparts. In the US, attitudes towards China have hardened across the political spectrum, with the current administration embracing many of the policies the Trump administration put in place. The COVID-19 pandemic contributed to negative perceptions the US had towards China, and economics, technology, global governance, and security have entered a phase of structural competition.

In the future, the two sides will increase their competition on various fronts. This will eventually amplify the risk of confrontation between the two countries while narrowing the space for mutual cooperation. Being heavily impacted by both countries, in the past, South Korea used all of its might and diplomatic channels to continue a policy sustaining its economic relationship with China while maintaining and enhancing its security partnership with the US. However, as the rivalry between China and the US transitions from maximizing economic interests to shaping the global order, South Korea should modify its foreign policy to avoid risks caused by Sino-US rivalry. In preparation for this, it is necessary for South Korea to gradually expand its international network while preemptively diversifying Korea’s diplomatic topography from the world’s biggest economies. Playing a leading role in constructing global economic governance will allow South Korea to maintain its status as a country with various networks and influences in the international community. Furthermore, it is necessary for South Korea to prepare for a long-term strategy and vision based on its strategic priorities, allowing the nation to avert the risk associated with maintaining “strategic ambiguity.” Finally, amid the US-China trade dispute and influence of the global pandemic, South Korea should see the importance of achieving technology sovereignty. As the US and China enter a phase of structural competition, it is highly likely the two sides will seek partners to form a global standard. South Korea should continuously invest in new technologies to become an attractive partner actively contributing to the construction of global governance.
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ABSTRACT

Yoon Suk Yeol’s election has generated far-reaching speculation about a radical policy reversal in Seoul, from ambiguity toward clarity. This discussion tends to emphasize two key drivers of foreign policy change in South Korea: (1) the decreasing tolerance for ambiguity given an increasingly hostile turn in US-China relations; and (2) the traditionally pro-American attitudes among conservative elites, of which Yoon is now part. A turn to “strategic clarity,” however, will likely be tamer and more selective than many expect. Assessing the rhetoric and practice of former and current South Korean presidents in concert, we find that Yoon’s promises to overturn South Korea’s nuclear posture and deepen participation in the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue (the Quad) appear less as blueprints for foreign policy reform and more as ideological bluster. As Yoon shapes his foreign policy agenda, the structural constraints that tie South Korean leaders to a practice of ambiguity are already beginning to show.

INTRODUCTION

With the election of Yoon Suk Yeol as South Korea’s 13th president, scholars and pundits alike have generated far-reaching speculation about a radical policy reversal in Seoul. This discussion has emphasized two key drivers of foreign policy change in South Korea: (1) the decreasing tolerance for ambiguity given an increasingly hostile turn in US-China relations; and (2) the traditionally pro-American attitudes among conservative elites, of which Yoon is now part. From these perspectives, the conditions demanding South Korea’s “strategic clarity” and the agentic platform of Yoon’s “principled” foreign policy1 bode well for the country’s realignment.

However, a turn to “strategic clarity” is likely to be tamer and more selective than many expect. Those who anticipate such realignment tend to either overemphasize or underestimate the role of rhetoric. Considering more fully the areas of convergence and divergence between the rhetoric and behavior of South Korean leaders suggests that ambiguity lingers in more sensitive dimensions of South Korean foreign policy, including nuclear posturing and the US-led regional security architecture. This limited scope of realignment becomes even clearer when one compares South Korea with its neighbors in the Indo-Pacific, such as Japan. The same structural constraints that confronted Yoon’s predecessors—economic and diplomatic reliance on China as well as political attitudes at home—remain very much at play today.

In this light, the extent to which Yoon will fulfill his promises of clarity is far less certain than his more grandiose rhetoric suggests. Indeed, his campaign rhetoric was more emotive than substantive, which might suggest ideological bluster2—vague calls to values and principles without corresponding policy agendas. When assessing rhetoric and practice in concert, a radical turn to “strategic clarity” under Yoon appears less likely.

PROMISES OF CLARITY

In the immediate aftermath of Yoon’s electoral victory, The Washington Post declared that the “conservative president” was “poised to adopt a more hawkish foreign policy.”3 This hawkish stance was widely understood to mean two corresponding changes in South Korean foreign policy: more fervent support for President Biden’s Indo-Pacific Strategy and a “less deferential policy stance towards Beijing.”4 Combined with the conventional wisdom about South Korea’s conservative, US-leaning foreign policy objectives, Yoon’s campaign rhetoric was welcomed in Washington as a long-awaited promise of “strategic clarity.”
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Two areas of his foreign policy agenda have garnered particular interests in this regard: nuclear strategy and membership in the Quad. Already, Yoon has indicated that he will revoke the Moon administration’s “three no’s”—a compromise that Seoul had reached with Beijing following the Terminal High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) backlash. The policy pledged that South Korea will (1) not accept new THAAD deployments, (2) not participate in the US-led regional missile defense system, and (3) not join a trilateral military alliance with the US and Japan. Yoon, by contrast, seeks to negotiate additional THAAD deployments on the Korean peninsula, a nuclear-sharing arrangement with the US, and trilateral cooperation with Washington and Tokyo.

Yoon has also voiced more avid interest in joining the Quad and intensifying South Korea’s participation with the group. Despite the growth of the Quad, South Korea under Yoon’s predecessor had remained largely aloof. The Moon administration instead launched its own regional initiative, the New Southern Policy (NSP), and sought a selective integration of their policy programs. Meanwhile, Yoon has indicated that he will “positively review” joining the Quad if invited. Though the exact contours of South Korea’s participation in the group have been elusive, Yoon has generated ample expectations that South Korea will embrace clarity over ambiguity in its approach to the Quad.

FROM AMBIGUITY TO CLARITY?

Yet, the emerging consensus surrounding South Korea’s impending turn to “strategic clarity” has accompanied a tendency to either downplay rhetoric or overemphasize it, to the detriment of a more nuanced assessment. As a result, both sides overlook the powerful constraints that bind South Korean elites to a balanced, if contradictory, positioning between its treaty ally the United States and strategic partner China. In doing so, they arrive at the same conclusion—South Korea will balance rather than hedge—despite different reasons.

Those who downplay the role of rhetoric find South Korea’s position sufficiently clear. As Ramon Pacheco Pardo writes, “this dilemma is greatly exaggerated if one analyzes South Korea’s foreign policy actions rather than its rhetoric. Seoul long ago decided that when it comes to foreign policy and security, its past, present, and future lies with the US and other like-minded partners.” In this view, actions speak louder than words and Seoul’s rhetoric serves as little more than noise.

Still, rhetoric matters to the extent that it shapes the perceptions of Seoul’s allies, partners, and competitors. The THAAD controversy provides an insightful example in this regard. The rhetorical gesture of the “three no’s” provided an opening for Beijing to reign in its coercive economic campaign without losing face. At the same time, this stance also generated fears of decoupling in the United States; amid news of normalizing South Korea-China relations, then US National Security Advisor H. R. McMaster commented that he did not believe “South Korea would give up its sovereignty in those three areas.” Others also criticized the South Korean government for conceding a “strategic reward” to China. Despite incurring “nothing of substance” to Seoul, such a rhetorical promise was considered by many as a credible and costly inhibition on South Korea’s exercise of sovereignty.
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By contrast, those who ascribe far too much importance to Yoon’s tough-on-China rhetoric risk conflating his populist maneuvers for policy platforms. It is worth noting that Yoon has yet to specify in which areas he would resist Chinese pressure or by which means he would change South Korea’s position. Instead, he has resorted to what some called “Trumpian” anti-China diplomacy, charging publicly that “the majority of Korean citizens, especially young people, don’t like China” and calling COVID-19 the “Wuhan virus.” These rhetorical maneuvers deflect from, more than clarify, South Korea’s proposed approach to dealing with China.

It is certainly possible that the historic rise in anti-Chinese sentiments in South Korea paves the way for a harsher policy stance, but this also rests on a strong assumption. Indeed, while public attitudes toward China turned noticeably sour, whether this translates to increasing support for a policy of decoupling is uncertain. In 2020, a Pew survey confirmed that unfavorable views of China had reached 75% (from 35% five years prior). Yet, a Carnegie survey that same year also showed that a significant majority of South Koreans acknowledged China’s strategic importance: 61.4% believed China should have a say in inter-Korean affairs and 76.2% believed that a unified Korea should ally with China and the United States. Impulsive actions on Yoon’s part to decouple from China may not find the immediate resonance that he expects.

LINGERING AMBIGUITY

In this light, Yoon’s foreign policy is likely to be tamer and more selective, focused around specific domains in which he finds greater strategic room to maneuver. That said, neither South Korea’s nuclear posture nor participation in the Quad serve as auspicious platforms for such strategic realignment. On the former, few viable options exist, while on the latter, the possibility of a backlash looms large.

Changes in South Korea’s nuclear posture are illusory for at least two reasons. First, the economic devastation that China caused South Korea in the aftermath of the THAAD controversy remains fresh in South Korean public consciousness. Though South Korea has since sought to diversify its trade portfolio, this process has been both slow and marginal: over a quarter of its total trade is with China, well beyond that with the United States and Japan combined. In this light, whether and to what extent Seoul is willing to bear the manifold costs of abandoning its nuclear status quo remains to be seen. Estimates based on the THAAD incident likely underrate the scope of possible Chinese retaliation in the event of strengthened nuclear posturing in South Korea.

Second, Yoon’s proposals for tactical nuclear deployment and NATO-style nuclear sharing lack strong internal consensus or US support. Since at least 2019, evidence of conservative support for self-nuclearization has been noticeably sour, whether this translates to increasing support for a policy of decoupling is uncertain. In 2020, a Pew survey from 2022 also suggests that South Korean people overwhelmingly prefer indigenous nuclear
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weapons to the deployment of US tactical weapons. Meanwhile, Washington is unlikely to support sending its weapons or sharing use rights with Seoul. The American public would likely oppose becoming direct targets of North Korea’s increasingly sophisticated nuclear weapons and the transfer of nuclear weapons to non-nuclear allies would be a direct breach of the Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT), of which the United States has been a fervent supporter.

Thus, South Korea’s only remaining, truly plausible option for revising its nuclear posture is self-nuclearization. However, this move could challenge rather than strengthen the US-South Korean alliance that Yoon seeks to restore as the centerpiece of foreign policy.

Changes in South Korea’s Quad participation are also likely to be more moderate. Much like his promises of clarity in the nuclear domain, how Yoon seeks to deepen South Korea’s participation in the Quad remains far from elaborate. Beyond testing the rhetorical boundaries, more specific commitments have been slow to form and centered around working groups which Seoul had already begun engaging under Moon. Indeed, shortly after denying reports from Japan that he had requested to attend the Quad summit, Yoon clarified for The Washington Post: “Rather than thinking about whether to immediately join the Quad, the more important issue for us is to work together on vaccines, climate change, and emerging technologies to create a synergy with Quad countries.” This signifies continuity rather than departure from South Korea’s approach to the Quad thus far.

Yoon’s Choice

Answering the question of where the Yoon administration will likely pursue clarity requires parsing through the administration’s rhetoric and behavior in concert. It may be too early to tell where the two will converge, but it is possible to identify where they have begun to diverge. Crucially, Yoon’s earlier pledges to repeal the “three no’s” and strengthen extended nuclear deterrence—most immediately by deploying additional THAAD—have gone unmet with corresponding actions. In fact, his administration left out these two objectives from his 110 key policy tasks released a week prior to the start of his official tenure on May 10. When asked why, his Defense Minister Lee Jong-sup explained that the exclusion was “not a retreat but a change based on reality.”

The lingering ambiguity becomes even more apparent when compared with South Korea’s Indo-Pacific neighbors, Japan being a prime example. In both rhetoric and practice, Tokyo has sought to facilitate the Indo-Pacific turn of the United States and preserve its forward-looking presence in the region. In 2021, the joint statement following the US-Japan summit explicitly raised “concerns over Chinese activities that are inconsistent with the international rules-based order.” Concerns which were omitted from the equivalent US-South Korean summit just a month later. This remains a telling omission in the latest such statement, this time under Yoon. If Japan is considered to have set a benchmark for “strategic clarity,” then South Korea falls short even rhetorically.

---


Despite the hype of “strategic clarity” that Yoon’s victory has generated, his promises so far appear less as blueprints for foreign policy reform and more as ideological bluster. As he shapes his policy agenda, the more provocative elements of his rhetoric have begun to fade. Now that he is in the driver’s seat, Yoon will need to consider more carefully what he is willing to risk—or lose—in exchange for the “strategic clarity” he wants. Politics in the Indo-Pacific need not be zero-sum, but they are unlikely to be uniformly positive-sum.
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ABSTRACT

Semiconductors are the lifeblood of most major economies. Impacted by the COVID-19 global supply chain crisis and exacerbated by the war in Ukraine, many countries have crafted policies to revamp and reshore their semiconductor manufacturing operations. South Korea is in a unique position to not only bolster its already robust foundry production capacity, but also diversify its manufacturing overseas, fortify its R&D capabilities, and pursue international cooperation on global supply chain norms and resilience.

The new South Korean president, Yoon Suk Yeol, is personally invested in transforming his country into a semiconductor leader. His administration, backed by appropriate expertise, is poised to continue his predecessor’s goal of achieving technological self-sufficiency, an operational metric that denotes a nation’s ability to function without overt reliance on global supply chains and proprietary research. On the heels of US President Joe Biden’s visit, Yoon can aggressively pursue semiconductor leadership to achieve five critical national security aims: (1) maintain economic competitiveness, (2) minimize supply chain vulnerabilities, (3) prevent supply chain poisoning, (4) stave off technological obsolescence, and (5) maximize policy options during geopolitical events.

Yoon’s overarching approach should include four key facets. Foremost, his team must draft concrete proposals that emphasize semiconductor supply chain resilience and norms in international architecture, such as the nascent Indo-Pacific Economic Framework (IPEF). Second, Yoon should utilize the momentum of the US Indo-Pacific strategy to smooth bilateral ties between South Korea and Japan. Third, the Yoon administration must keep a watchful eye on US semiconductor legislation to react immediately with new cooperative initiatives. Fourth, the Yoon administration must maintain a balanced approach to China, where decoupling is strategically untenable.

INTRODUCTION

It is difficult to overstate the importance of semiconductors in the context of national security and global competitiveness. Semiconductors serve as the lifeblood of most advanced economies, enabling the functionality of high-tech goods such as mobile devices, computers, household appliances, and automobiles. Prior to COVID-19, powerful countries penned and adopted policies that would allow them to procure a larger market share of semiconductor production in recognition of their accelerating importance.

Amid the realities of the pandemic, most significantly the unremitting supply chain crisis exacerbated by the war in Ukraine, nations were compelled to revisit their approaches.1 Overarching endeavors such as “Made in China” or “Make in India,” which funnel hundreds of billions of dollars into their semiconductor industries, reflect recognition that reshoring is a critical component of contemporary policy thinking. The US also joined the bandwagon: on January 21, 2022, US President Joe Biden delivered remarks on the critical importance of reshoring semiconductor manufacturing.2 He emphasized the importance of passing the US Innovation and Competition Act (USICA) that includes a robust federal package to fund the CHIPS for America Act dedicated to domestic semiconductor R&D, manufacturing provisions, and incentives.3

These inward-facing policies are a promulgation that expanding domestic semiconductor production and R&D are instrumental to building technological self-sufficiency. An operational metric best denoted by how much of
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a country’s higher technological production and manufacturing can be done domestically. The technological self-sufficiency allows a country to operate without overt reliance on global supply chains and proprietary research.

The newly inaugurated South Korean President Yoon Suk Yeol is also a proponent of this approach and appears poised to strengthen South Korea’s global technological foothold by focusing on the semiconductor industry while maintaining a salient role in foreign affairs.

A PRIMER: THE SOUTH KOREAN SEMICONDUCTOR INDUSTRY AND PRESIDENT MOON JAE-IN

The South Korean semiconductor industry is world class, ranking second in total foundry manufacturing (in-house production versus fabless, which outsources production). The country only trails Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Corporation (TSMC), which enjoys over half the global market share (in-house production versus fabless, which outsources production). The country only trails Taiwan semiconductor manufacturing output to surpass that of both the US and Japan during the 1990s. Today, according to the market consulting firm Gartner, Samsung Electronics and SK Hynix account for almost 20% of global semiconductor sales. The two companies also comprised over 50% of the global NAND and dynamic and permanent memory (DRAM) chip markets in 2019.

Like many other leaders, former South Korean President Moon Jae-in recognized the importance of ramping up domestic semiconductor manufacturing. In the face of slowing economic growth and a widening trade surplus, the Moon administration turned its attention to fortifying South Korea’s high-tech industries as a long-term strategy with mainly economic objectives. In 2017, the Moon administration’s five-year plan outlined goals to develop both physical and digital infrastructure to broaden access to social services and create jobs. The State Affairs Planning Advisory Committee, charged with implementing the five-year plan, established a committee for the express purpose of researching Industrial Revolution technologies (4IT) and developing core digital infrastructure for the internet of things (IoT), 5G, AI, and other future-oriented industries. The committee featured prominent scientists who also set adaptable policy targets according to repercussions of the pandemic. The overarching goals of the five-year plan would later transform into the Korean New Deal 2.0.
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The Korean New Deal 2.0 became a mainstay and symbol of Moon’s ambitious overhaul of various sectors such as food and clean energy self-sufficiency aimed at creating a self-sustaining nation. Again, this framework reflected the pandemic zeitgeist in which the realities confronting populations cajoled many world leaders towards isolationism. Moon strove to leverage the myriad strengths of the South Korean economy—its semiconductor industry chief among them—to minimize future vulnerabilities wrought by overt global dependency that could arise in crises. The Moon administration met with some success on this front, but was ultimately bogged down by a litany of socioeconomic issues, including the housing crisis, publicly-perceived foreign policy flops, and COVID-19. Consequently, Moon was unable to realize his lofty goals of securing a 10% market share of fabless revenue and transforming South Korea into the leader in global foundry manufacturing by 2030. These goals were planned to have been realized by a regional string of public-private facilities called the “K-semiconductor Belt.”

**YOUNG SUK YEOL’S VISION FOR SOUTH KOREAN SEMICONDUCTOR LEADERSHIP**

Following a valiant effort to pursue technological self-sufficiency, President Moon left office in May. The new president, Yoon Suk Yeol, is now confronted with a sundry list of unresolved social, economic, and political challenges. South Koreans remain especially concerned about the economy and the direction of the country’s future. To address these worries, Yoon came into office with promises of free market approaches and cooperation with South Korean SMEs—a salient departure from the Moon administration’s approach to issues such as housing. Yoon also declared that his policy agenda would mainly consist of deregulation and tax cuts to bulwark investment in the private sector, in turn doubling as a bid to attract foreign investment. Yoon aims to foster an environment in which business success and job creation self-propagate, as opposed to relying on wage-led growth. In theory, this would free government spending—which had grown to $183.5 billion under Moon—for sectors of critical importance. One such pillar now available for government focus is 4IT, with semiconductors leading the charge.

The ruling People Power Party released a policy manifesto providing an overview of Yoon’s campaign promises. One consistency between the Yoon and Moon administrations is heavy investment in the South Korean semiconductor industry. In fact, Yoon is poised to elevate investment and carve out new trajectories for public-private partnership. His administration has pledged to strategically expand 4IT R&D and develop talent in private and academic spaces via incentives and tax benefits. His party also outlined plans to expand the professional 4IT workforce, including foundry employees, by 100,000 during his time in office. In addition, he has pledged to invest $190 billion to strengthen South Korean data networks, AI R&D labs, and both foundry semiconductor manufacturing and chip design.
South Korean chaebol involved in 4IT are optimistic about the prospects of Yoon’s pro-business stance. His free market approach would theoretically endanger cooperation between conglomerates, SMEs, and academia with the intent of maintaining long-term technological self-sufficiency, especially vis-à-vis China. In accordance with this goal, Yoon is tapping non-political entities to act as advisors, which is especially noticeable in the semiconductor industry.

Perhaps most representative of Yoon’s penchant for semiconductors is his nomination of Lee Jong-ho for minister of science and ICT. Confirmed in May 2022, Lee was a professor in the department of electrical and information engineering at Seoul National University and director of the university’s semiconductor joint research center.24 He has accumulated vast personal wealth by virtue of his many patents in semiconductor chip design as well as a “bulk FinET” patent on 3D semiconductor wafer manufacturing.25 Prior to parliamentary approval, Lee stated in interviews that he strongly believes in transforming South Korea into a leader in both foundry manufacturing and chip R&D. Likely chosen for his expertise, he is able to craft ambitious policies that could propel South Korea to become a leader in semiconductor manufacturing and R&D. During his confirmation speech, Lee stated that South Korea stood at the “crossroads” of the technological revolution, emphasizing the need to become a global leader in semiconductor design, manufacturing and other 4IT, equating national competitiveness with national security.26

Indeed, Yoon’s own predilection for semiconductor leadership and Lee’s nomination are not coincidental. Yoon received “semiconductor tutoring” from Lee at Seoul National University in 2021 before formally joining the campaign.27 One year later, during his visit to the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology’s (KAIST’s) semiconductor research center, Yoon emphasized the importance of South Korean semiconductor leadership. “It could be said that wars are no longer being fought with guns, but with semiconductors,” he said. “Semiconductors are the core of the national economy and national security.”28 A shared notion he reiterated during US President Joe Biden’s May visit to Samsung Electronics’ Pyeongtaek semiconductor manufacturing plant.29

Under Yoon’s policy vision, broadly outlined in the overarching document “110 National Tasks of the Yoon Administration,” both the South Korean Ministry of Science, ICT and Future Planning and the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy are poised to go ahead with plans to expand South Korean foundry capabilities and cooperative private-public and academic projects.30 The Yoon administration is also expected to place greater emphasis on AI semiconductor research for non-memory semiconductors, refine South Korean back-end processes, and develop semiconductors for clean energy. The reverberations of Biden’s visit to South Korea are also significant, signaling to both US state governments and South Korean corporations that future cooperation is in the books. As of May 2022, Samsung increased a 2021 investment pledge in key sectors over five years to $356 billion, $151 billion of which was dedicated to boosting memory-chip design and
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semiconductor manufacturing. Samsung has also dedicated a $17 billion investment to constructing a foundry in Taylor, Texas.\textsuperscript{31}

**NATIONAL SECURITY OBJECTIVES OF SEMICONDUCTOR SUPPLY CHAIN RESILIENCE**

In a February 2022 piece in *Foreign Affairs*, President Yoon lamented his country’s waning role in international affairs, declaring that the US-South Korea alliance would be the linchpin of his foreign policy.\textsuperscript{32} Yoon accentuated the importance of steadfast cooperation with like-minded actors to carve out norms on the use and research of 4IT, as these technologies will continue to be foundational to long-term foreign and economic policy. To this end, Yoon has already seen great success. Following President Biden’s visit, South Korea formally joined the newly launched IPEF, a regional architecture that aims to set standards and norms across multiple pillars such as supply chain resilience and the digital economy.\textsuperscript{33} While IPEF itself is broad and not yet well-defined, South Korea’s participation will expedite implementation of policies to ramp up semiconductor manufacturing and R&D.

More importantly, joining provides Yoon a greenlight to pursue long-term public-private partnerships abroad that would establish a regional semiconductor supply chain free from the impact of global disruptions. Again, this is a favorable prospect for Yoon, who envisions a leadership role for South Korea in semiconductor design and manufacturing. Diversifying South Korean manufacturing and fortifying future-oriented R&D partnerships with the US sets his country in a better position to make valuable contributions as an ally.

The string of events since Yoon’s inauguration is a demonstrable step towards South Korean technological self-sufficiency—though, more accurately the end goal is a regional technology alliance, as envisioned in the Biden-Yoon joint statement.\textsuperscript{34} It is an ambition that checks off several South Korean national security concerns. Yoon likely wants to maintain a competitive advantage in foundry manufacturing for five major national security reasons. First, he understands through the guidance of policy advisers such as Lee that semiconductors will only grow increasingly important for South Korean economic competitiveness.\textsuperscript{35} Ardent technological advancement and concurrent educational and economic progress have kept South Korea at the forefront of regional affairs in spite of the “shrimp among whales” trope—a description Yoon is eager to discard. As discussed earlier, semiconductors are not only a major South Korean export, but are also the lifeblood of its equally important industries such as automobile manufacturing. Yoon wants to minimize the impact of global supply chain disruptions on the economy—for example, inflated car prices—by bolstering both manufacturing and research capabilities at home. This is the *prima facie* strategic thinking of most leaders seeking to reshere their semiconductor manufacturing.

Second, Yoon’s policies would minimize supply chain vulnerabilities in key technologies in both the defense and medical sectors. According to a May 2022 report on semiconductor supply chain resilience by the South Korea think tank Institute for National Security Strategy, semiconductor supply chain disruptions pose an outsized security threat to South Korean national defense by directly undermining military readiness.\textsuperscript{36} Due to South Korea’s reliance on AI and other unmanned defense systems, the ubiquity of semiconductors in a range


of advanced defense and medical technologies could compromise national security and societal functions. These insights are analogous to those made in a 2022 report by the US Department of Defense (DoD) on supply chain resilience, which concludes vulnerabilities in manufacturing endanger ongoing and future production of advanced weapon systems and auxiliary parts that utilize chips such as drones.\textsuperscript{37} While the US still leads in semiconductor R&D, it has fallen off in manufacturing capabilities, exposing the country to the above vulnerabilities, namely the ongoing global supply chain crisis.

Third, an aggressive semiconductor strategy mitigates the risks of supply chain poisoning. Supply chain poisoning refers to the direct or indirect sabotage of either hardware or software during the manufacturing, assembly, and distribution stages.\textsuperscript{38} The integrity of South Korea’s semiconductor supply chain is especially important because of the ubiquity of semiconductors in high-tech products critical to national defense and medicine. A vivid case study of prophylactic actions taken against supply chain poisoning is the US ban on Huawei goods.\textsuperscript{39} The ban was executed to minimize off-the-shelf chip manufacturing, with the goal of protecting privacy and intellectual property (IP). The same security considerations exist in South Korea, where the use of Huawei 5G equipment caused backlash from consumers. This public criticism, labeled “Huawei risk,” centered around negative perceptions of possible supply chain poisoning and fears that South Korean networks would be compromised.\textsuperscript{40} Reshoring the production cycle, dividing manufacturing amongst like-minded nations, and constructing a long-term R&D initiative greatly diminishes the threat of supply chain poisoning and maximizes internal capabilities.

Fourth, South Korean semiconductor leadership would avoid a scenario of obsolescence. Yoon and Lee broached the problem of South Korea lagging at the frontier of chip design and diversification research. This is one of the primary issues the Yoon administration seeks to tackle by expanding cooperation with academia and attracting younger talent to the semiconductor industry. The US has also diagnosed the risk of obsolescence via the opposite symptom: though the country leads in R&D, its manufacturing is in trouble. As referenced in a 2021 White House report on semiconductors, the US Department of Commerce warns that “…volume drives both innovation and operational learning; in the absence of the commercial volume, the United States will not be able to keep up… with the technology, in terms of quality, cost, or workforce.”\textsuperscript{41} These conclusions are repeated in a Department of Commerce-led March 2022 roundtable with lawmakers.\textsuperscript{42} 12% of global manufacturing is not sufficient to maintain US dominance in military communication, navigation, and weaponry technology in the long-term. According to the 2022 DoD semiconductor report, a lack of manufacturing capabilities risks obsolescence every five or six years.\textsuperscript{43} In this regard, Biden’s visit and the prospects of IPEF are welcome news, as the US and South Korea are now in a better position to help each other. At the very least, preventing the atrophy of their semiconductor manufacturing and research capabilities respectively is one less concern.

The fifth security concern, a corollary of supply chain vulnerabilities, is the geopolitical risk of reliance on global supply chains. In the face of geographic realities, Yoon’s strategy to pursue semiconductor leadership is an attempt to cement self-sufficiency in multiple economic and military domains during unforeseen global events—namely concerning China. Most of the world’s semiconductor manufacturing is concentrated in Northeast Asia (South Korea and Taiwan) making the elephant in the room a Chinese attack on Taiwan. In deference to the risk of a takeover of the semiconductor production supply chain, South Korea is seeking to diversify its foundries by investing in the US. Both Samsung Electronics and SK Hynix still maintain foundries in China and the reverberations of the ongoing global supply chain crisis.

COVID-19 on the South Korean economy linger. Diversifying South Korea’s semiconductor supply chain in the US and pursuing deeper, future-oriented R&D partnerships overseas protects the country against constrictive actions. Though the prospect of world-bending, militant Chinese behavior is unrealistic, the highest levels of government still have the onus of seriously considering it. This is also the security consideration that has likely prompted TSMC to expand manufacturing into the US.

The memories of Chinese economic retaliation against THAAD in 2016 also remain fresh. The actions are cited in the 2018 Ministry of National Defense White Paper as an instance in which China’s asymmetrical response undermined South Korean national security interests. Diversifying semiconductor manufacturing and seeking cooperative R&D arrangements secure leeway to protect South Korea from being overtly hampered by Chinese policy. Creating this buffer is a mainstay of Yoon’s future-looking policies and serves as the crux of his vision for a South Korea that establishes non-negligible competitive independence. This leadership affords the country regional economic hegemony in multiple domains while simultaneously establishing robust staying power and supply chain security. This is perhaps the most vivid reason technological self-sufficiency is attractive to Yoon, checking off several economic and geopolitical objectives and putting his country in an enviable position many others such as the US, China, and even North Korea, are clawing towards.

RECOMMENDATIONS

In the coming years, international relations will be more substantially shaped by technology. The transformations wrought by the 4th Industrial Revolution mean demand for semiconductors will only grow. As most countries look inward to reshore their semiconductor manufacturing, South Korea is in a unique position to solidify its technological leadership by not only bolstering its domestic production but also diversifying its manufacturing and investing in chip R&D and related talent. President Yoon has picked a team capable of crafting and executing policy conducive to his country’s long-term technological self-sufficiency. An aggressive, overarching approach that involves multilateral initiatives will allow Yoon to achieve five critical national security aims: (1) maintaining economic competitiveness, (2) minimizing supply chain vulnerabilities, (3) preventing supply chain poisoning, (4) staving off technological obsolescence, and (5) maximizing policy options during unforeseen geopolitical events. However, this strategy must be conducted with steadfast international cooperation. While President Biden’s visit was symbolically successful in heralding a future vested in semiconductor cooperation, there are several actions that should be considered by the Yoon administration to better actualize South Korean semiconductor leadership.

In the Biden administration’s 2022 document on Indo-Pacific Strategy, the US committed to refueling regional architectural commitments on technological standards and supply chain resilience. Though South Korea joined IPEF to much fanfare, the next few months are key. Yoon’s team must begin drafting concrete proposals that accentuate semiconductor supply chain resilience. These should include suggested standards to be shared with like-minded countries in the manufacturing process, such as coating and etching, to mitigate supply chain poisoning. South Korea can also give the “connected economy” and “resilient economy” pillars teeth by drafting backup manufacturing plans in case of global disruptions and creating research outlines for open-collaboration chip designs. Quantity over quality may be optimal when it comes to norms on semiconductor standards. Off the momentum of IPEF, the Yoon administration should also angle towards membership in the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership, which would open up cooperative agreements on resilient semiconductor supply chain standards on a country-by-country basis. The Yoon administration should also revisit Moon’s plan to join the Digital Economy Partnership Agreement (DEPA), which would give South Korea a say on the R&D and use of semiconductors in the Indo-Pacific.

Second, Yoon should use the momentum of the US Indo-Pacific strategy to smooth bilateral ties between South Korea and Japan. Both Yoon and Japanese Prime Minister Fumio Kishida expressed willingness to mend ties, recognizing the importance of technological cooperation. The current climate is perhaps the most conducive for

rapprochement since Kim Dae-jung and Keizo Obuchi in 1998. Yoon has made clear that closer ties with Japan are necessary for regional security, with Kishida reciprocating during visits by both the South Korean delegation and Biden. Kishida was also a key architect of the 2015 Comfort Women Agreement, which the Yoon administration has officially recognized. Following its landslide victory of the June local elections, the Yoon administration certainly has the breathing room to pursue amelioration. As South Korea continues to hedge against China, Yoon must avoid a repeat of 2019 in which historical disputes led to a pause on Japanese exports of chemicals used for semiconductor production. The two countries should create new programs that expand people-to-people exchange in 4IT sectors, emphasizing cooperative private and academic partnerships. Yoon should also propose science and technology agreements on semiconductor R&D and manufacturing processes, as Japan is greatly interested in reshoring. These arrangements may also undergird South Korea’s bid for greater support activities in the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue (Quad) Plus.

Third, the Yoon administration must keep a watchful eye on US legislation and create proactive initiatives to immediately react to passage of key bills. Biden’s visit to Samsung Electronics’ foundry was as symbolic for the US as it was for South Korea. USICA (which passed the Senate in 2021), the CHIPS Act, and the Bipartisan Investment Act have all been branded essential to reshoring foundry manufacturing and bolstering US technological leadership. However, the US is wrestling with domestic policy issues and the looming midterms, creating struggles for negotiators in both chambers. Nevertheless, passage of this bipartisan legislation is more a matter of when than if. In anticipation of increasing joint economic output, South Korean policymakers should prepare proposals that standardize foreign direct product rules for South Korean produced semiconductors, which previously caused a scuffle between Samsung and the US Department of Commerce.

In future ministerial-level dialogue on supply chains, which Biden and Yoon agreed to establish in May, South Korean policymakers should propose streamlining exchanges between US and South Korean universities involved in semiconductor design and manufacturing, such as the University of Texas Austin and Seoul National University. Policymakers should also propose designation of a committee for cooperative semiconductor R&D via extant US-South Korea science and technology agreements that would commit the highest levels of talent from corporate manufacturing. These initiatives become substantially more plausible and enticing when the aforementioned US bills pass. They would also open the US for further foreign investment from South Korean conglomerates aside from Samsung and SK. The Yoon administration should prepare an incentive package and a shortlist of companies that could partake in US initiatives such as the Texas Institute for Electronics. This University of Texas System public-private partnership could increase domestic semiconductor R&D and manufacturing which is currently stalled due to supply chain challenges. Such cooperation would set a precedent for states to seek sister relationships with other corporations, in turn creating a feedback loop that could result in more manufacturing plants and joint-research centers.

Lastly, the Yoon administration must not overtly distance itself from China. That is to say, although it is economically and geographically impossible to do so, Chinese perceptions of South Korea’s strategy matter. TSMC’s market domination and alignment with the US likely played no small part in China’s outsized investment into reshoring semiconductor manufacturing in its 14th 5-Year Plan. Yoon must remain cognizant of the reality that China can asymmetrically impact South Korean behavior as it did during THAAD deployment. If China perceives that South
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Korea is cozying up too much with the US on semiconductor cooperation, Beijing has the power to create salient disruptions in South Korea’s operations and revenue. With the war in Ukraine, regional alignments are ossifying instead of dissolving into a post-COVID renaissance. This is most ostensibly demonstrated by the Chinese and Russian UN veto on North Korea sanctions for the first time in 15 years. This is a painful reminder that China still holds the destiny of South Korea’s key strategic interests. Even as the US advertises IPEF, Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi embarked on a campaign to woo Pacific countries for a regional five-year action plan that, while unsuccessful, is reminiscent of the tit-for-tat during the period of competition between the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) and the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP).

However, in a highly important and clarifying speech at George Washington University, US Secretary of State Antony Blinken outlined the new US strategy towards China as “invest, align, and compete,” which aims to shape the environment surrounding China. This is good news for Yoon, where decoupling from China is an untenable notion. Both this new US strategy and South Korea joining RCEP in January 2022 give the Yoon administration an opportunity to set the agenda for cooperative projects and standards of semiconductor production. For example, if the Chinese request South Korean expertise, Yoon can propose sending experts to China’s Semiconductor Manufacturing International Corporation to share South Korean norms and outline plans for foundry expansion in Shanghai. South Korea’s outsized market share actually affords the country influence when it comes to the semiconductor industry. This is both Yoon’s simplest and most important mission. In a post-COVID world, he has the leeway to pursue semiconductor leadership—very much a long-term project—without angering China. In the short-term, Yoon, like many other like-minded leaders, is simply preoccupied with protecting his country’s economic competitiveness. It just so happens that pursuing said leadership is a fruitful way of achieving technological self-sufficiency while accomplishing a variety of strategic interests.

5. Exploring the opportunities for comprehensive response to disinformation in the Indo-Pacific: Cases of the Republic of Korea and the United States

By Jong-Hwa Ahn
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ABSTRACT

The use of disinformation has been upscaled beyond national regulations and the impact of these tools, which have been used since the Cold War, has evolved. Recent cases reveal how the spillover effects of disinformation can influence nations and alliances and also hint at the need for preventive measures over the pursuit of reciprocity. Based on the cases of the Republic of Korea and the United States, this paper explores how the threat of disinformation can be reduced through the use of regulatory measures. Upon review of current trends, including in the European Union, an integrated system of policy tools is recommended for responding to disinformation activities against the comprehensive alliance.

INTRODUCTION

Disinformation in the digital age is a strategic enabler and useful policy tool for the pursuit of national interests. Unlike during the Cold War, when information operations were strictly tools of the military, today, disinformation is extensively used by state and non-state actors alike. In fact, state actors often employ hybrid warfare and delegate disinformation activities to non-state actors to avoid accountability. These digital activities remain unregulated and can be used to alter the public opinion of a nation and its people, threatening democratic political processes and regional stability. This can also spill over into nations regardless of geographical proximity, underscoring the global dangers of disinformation. These campaigns of deceit can imbalance power dynamics, stimulate targeted violence against groups based on religion, political ideology, and ethnicity, diverge strategic alignment efforts, and eventually dismantle alliances.

So far, the derivations of “a free and open Indo-Pacific” have been well-preserved through the traditional “hub-and-spokes,” coercive diplomacy, alignment strategies, and minilateral efforts such as the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue (Quad). However, with the rise of diplomatic and economic tensions, it is valuable in the digital age to explore policy areas relating to the strategic information environment and public opinion. This could be supplemental to achieving the diplomatic objectives of the new president of the Republic of Korea (ROK) and strengthening the comprehensive and sustainable relationship between the ROK and the United States.

Recent cases of disinformation—including the use of social media in campaigns focused on deterring alignments and partnerships between competing powers—only leads to organizing assets and strategizing in response to the threats of targeted deception. This paper views disinformation through a policy scope to examine the executive and legislative actions taken against disinformation and recommends collaborative measures to counter future impacts on the ROK-US alliance.

DISINFORMATION FOR POWER

The origin of disinformation dates back to the Cold War, when diplomatic and intelligence assets of the Soviet Union used “active measures” to influence the public opinion of competing powers. While it had been widely used to turn local attitudes against competing governments, indecision and uncertainty steered powers to operationalize disinformation as a hybrid tactic beyond traditional propaganda efforts. Known as “information warfare,” “influence operations,” and “psychological warfare,” the US exploited similar military tactics and public diplomacy to spread the ideas of liberal democracy in pursuit of its national priorities.

Today, policy research on disinformation is still novel and requires collaborative work between governments for strategic alignment. Indeed, there is no centralized effort to conduct policy studies on disinformation beyond the
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national level, and while the media openly talks about “fake news,” the international community still debates the very definition of misinformation and disinformation. In the midst of this uncertainty, the “unwilling” actors, including states and non-state groups, threaten the idea of liberal democracy by misinforming the populations of competing powers. Therefore, it is vital for security studies to focus on smart power elements, such as disinformation, which could lead to instability in a region.

State behaviors can be explained by the elements of power—hard, soft, and smart. Some research points out the ineffectiveness of soft power while others argue that the diverging use of soft power tactics, such as disinformation, is an effective way to influence foreign public opinion. However, disinformation as a tactic of smart power will certainly be applicable if the “asymmetries of perception” can be disregarded. Then, the success criterion for disinformation would be to tailor the perceptions of the target public. To ensure the exercise of smart power, disinformation would require thorough planning to overcome the misperceptions of state intentions and relative capabilities in a grand strategic manner. Thus, the calculated misuse of information in the digital world would entail having a cohesive strategic environment.

Some scholars argue that disinformation cannot be easily investigated through a theoretical framework of international relations. Disinformation as a whole cannot be operationalized as there exists uncertainty over any information produced by adversaries, peoples’ existing biases and preconceptions, and available responses in political dynamics. However, with recent developments in theory and practice, disinformation can be set apart from other information disorder, such as misinformation and malinformation. Misinformation refers to false information without the intention to harm and can often be found in false connections and misleading content. Malinformation concerns true information with the intention to mislead, manipulate, or harm, and can be found in leaks, harassment and hate speech. The definition of disinformation can be agreed upon as false information with the intention to mislead, manipulate, or harm. Some examples of disinformation are false context, imposter content, manipulated content, and fabricated content.

REGULATING INFORMATION IN KOREA

As the working definitions and terms related to information disorder, such as misinformation, malinformation, and disinformation, are not agreed upon, policy actors commonly refer to various forms of information disorder as “fake news.” Korea has installed nongovernmental and governing bodies such as the Korea Internet Self-governance Organization (KISO) and the Korea Communications Commission (KCC) to promote safer information access.

The KCC serves as a governmental body formulating and implementing broadcasting policies, imposing sanctions against violations by broadcasters, ensuring the protection of user information, preventing the spread of harmful information, and developing policies for media diversification. Moreover, it serves to resolve policy and regulatory issues regarding broadcasting and media diversity and restrict inappropriate content based on consensus. Having emphasized the role of media in responding to “fake news,” the KCC identified the development of a sustainable online platform as a priority for 2022. As a governing body responsible for various forms of communications, the
KCC oversees and implements the decisions of the Korea Communication Standards Commission (KCSC) regarding broadcast ratings and online content censorship.

Unlike the KCC, the KCSC operates as a public agency and reviews communication activities under the policies of the KCC and enforces a television broadcasting rating system of five age categories (all; seven and older; 12 and older; 15 and older; 19 and older) and exemptions (game, lifestyle and documentary shows; news and current affairs shows; education/culture shows; non-violent sports). In collaboration with the Korea National Police Agency, the KCSC also manages online censorship regarding illegal lotteries and gambling, sexual and violent content, copyright violations, national security violations, and hate speech. With the increasing use of online platforms, the KCSC has also sought opportunities to regulate inappropriate social media content. However, despite its attempts to regulate social media through access denial, the KCSC’s decision to block access to a Twitter account for hate language was overturned by the Constitutional Court based on freedom of expression.

The KISO was established in 2009 as a self-regulating body of online platform services to promote freedom of expression and responsible use, with membership open to online platform companies as a non-binding and participatory organization. The KISO develops codes of conduct and guidelines, verifies online information at the request of members, and publishes a periodic journal based on transparency, impartiality, consistency, and professionalism. To ensure responsible use of online platforms, it maintains databases of abusive and sexual content and protects users based on age and content by prohibiting access. In the past 10 years, the KISO has also made decisions related to temporary access denial, autocomplete search, suicide prevention, and elections; however, it can only enforce the correction or removal of false information on the websites of member platforms.

At the request of Naver, a well-visited online search platform with a 60% digital market share, the KISO operated the Naver Search Verification Committee to serve Naver’s artificial intelligence (AI) system by verifying the relevance of related and autocomplete search keywords and top searched keywords. Since 2013, it has produced annual reports on the exclusion of related and autocomplete keywords used in Naver’s search engine. Moderation of content against the public interest—that deemed criminal or abusive in nature, as well as sexual content, typos, insults, defamation, invasion of privacy, and copyright violations—have been widely welcomed by online actors in Korea. These reports validate Naver’s content moderation activities and authenticate its AI’s capacity to moderate accessible online content through the search engine.

Along with the work of the KISO, the KCC, and the KCSC, the Act on Promotion of Information and Communications Network Utilization and Data Protection was launched in 2001 to “build a safe and sound environment for the information and communications networks.” The penal provisions of this legislation impose imprisonment for no more than five years or fines of no more than 50 million Korean won (KRW) for the following violations: collection of private information without consent; infringement of the rights, interests, and privacy of individuals; sale of private information to third-parties; receipt of private information for profit or unjust purposes; collection of private information from a minor under the age of 14 without the consent of a legal guardian; theft and release of private information. In addition, any defamation using false information through the networks warrants a fine of no more than 30 million KRW or imprisonment for no more than three years.

The National Assembly introduced various ideas to enhance the government’s capacity to combat disinformation but no new amendments to existing legislations were made. In 2020, 43 pieces of legislation on disinformation in the areas of journalism, broadcasting, online media, elections, sexual violence, national intelligence, and education were introduced to the National Assembly; only two have been passed. Freedom of expression, oversight and gov-
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ernance, the accountability of information communication and technology service providers, and digital literacy education received overwhelming attention in heated debates surrounding disinformation.

Along with these executive and legislative efforts of the government, civil society also embarked to act on information disorder by developing fact checking systems. For instance, “Fact Check Net” was co-created to operate a system of independent and verified “fact checkers” and AI/machine-learning (ML) algorithms to inform the public on the accuracy of information related to political, social, economic, and cultural affairs. Notwithstanding such initiatives, ensuring the accuracy of human and automated processes requires further developments. While fact checkers can be verified, they may not possess the expertise to provide balanced and accurate assessments vis-à-vis alleged false information. Likewise, automated fact checking may not have sufficient data to support ML and conduct data analysis on alleged false information. These processes alone cannot accurately verify information and remain dependent on context.

A fact checking system will need a combination of both human and automated processes to validate the accuracy of information and identify specific occurrences of false information. This integrated system would require transparency of its step-by-step processes in both policy and technical aspects and accountability for any validation error. Safeguarding the transparency of fact checking and ensuring accountability of online content moderation for information disorder necessitates institutionalization through legislation, policy support from the cabinet ministries—including the military and national intelligence service—and sharing lessons learned and expertise from academia, civil society, and technology companies.

Either existing legislation must be amended or new legislation enacted to regulate broadcasting and online content through publicly acceptable and legitimate governance. Even with appropriate legislation to combat disinformation, party politics and insufficient capacity building will exacerbate the impact of disinformation activities and hybrid warfare. Enhancing public awareness on information disorder and media literacy would complement other efforts to counter false information. Civil society can play a critical role in this regard by building on existing legislation and supporting the government and experts in institutionalizing a system for awareness and literacy alongside fact checking. The terra incognita of information disorder must be explored so that discoveries can be transformed into policy tools for consensus-based use through domestic and strategic partnerships.

COMBATTING DISINFORMATION IN THE UNITED STATES

The United States has made numerous efforts to deter and respond to disinformation campaigns against its government, people, and the ideals of liberal democracy. While the Central Intelligence Agency had previously monitored Soviet disinformation activities, in 1981 the Active Measures Working Group was formed as an inter-agency effort to coordinate information operations between various government actors. In response to the recent transformation of disinformation threats, the Global Engagement Center (GEC) was established to support government-wide counterterrorism communications. It has also been mandated to “lead, synchronize, and coordinate efforts in countering foreign state and non-state propaganda and disinformation efforts.”
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In April 2022, the White House stated its intention to establish the Disinformation Governance Board, an internal working group of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to protect freedom of speech, civil rights and liberties, and privacy across disinformation-related work. In response to the news, Republican Party leadership called for Congress to shut down the Disinformation Governance Board on the possibility of exploiting the office and manipulating information. In response to media attention, DHS released a fact sheet explaining that the Board would be chaired by the Office of Policy and the Office of the General Counsel, along with representatives from the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency, Federal Emergency Management Agency, Customs and Border Protection, the Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties, Office of Intelligence Analysis, Science and Technology Directorate, and the Privacy Office. It clarified the confusion by ensuring to “proactively release comprehensive quarterly reports” to Congress, request the Homeland Security Advisory Council make recommendations on how to “effectively and appropriately address disinformation,” and to explore ways to build public trust.

In a recent meeting at the Subcommittee on Intelligence and Special Operations, the challenges of securitized and non-securitized disinformation were discussed as threats to the United States, its allies, and partners. The meeting also highlighted how Russia wages its disinformation campaigns through “information-technical effects,” whereas China targets “domestic, foreign, and multilateral political establishments” to sustain the communist regime. The Department of Defense (DoD) noted that allies and partners can bring unique and reinforcing capabilities to counter adversaries’ malign efforts and that these capabilities will be integrated into strategy planning.

The DoD supports the GEC and organizes efforts to combat disinformation by countering propaganda, providing force protection, countering disinformation abroad through military information support operations, and deterring and disrupting malign influence capabilities. While the DoD supports the GEC’s work, finding the capacity to enhance strategic coordination against disinformation within the Joint Staff, combat commands, geographic commands, and functional commands is an ongoing assignment for the joint force of the military.

Beyond the work of the White House and its cabinet, Congress has been in a debate to reassess Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act and consider social media platforms as interactive computer services. President Trump’s executive order for federal agencies led the National Telecommunication and Information Administration to petition for clarification on the scope of interactive computer services in order to regulate content moderation on social media. Congress had introduced several amendments to Section 230 to clarify liability protections for interactive computer services when hosting or removing content. Other legislation presented on the floors of Congress would have called for the accountability of social media companies for not removing content.

Besides the proposal to amend Section 230, Congress considered legislation to either increase or reduce content moderation and ensure accountability. It has also sought ways to regulate the digital world through antitrust actions to break up social media companies and fund a federal entity to play either a regulatory or advisory role on disinformation and social media. In 2017, the Honest Ads Act was introduced to the Senate to require online platforms to retain advertisement copies and publicly release financial information related to advertisements.
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The Digital Services Oversight and Safety Act, which was introduced to the House in 2022, will establish the Bureau of Digital Services Oversight and Safety in the Federal Trade Commission to investigate systemic risks on online platforms and to issue transparency requirements and guidance on content neutrality.\textsuperscript{31} This legislation has been referred to the Committee on Energy and Commerce, the Committees on Education and Labor, as well as the Judiciary and Subcommittee on Consumer Protection and Commerce, and aims:

1. To provide regulators, research institutions, civil society, and the public at large the ability to gain a deeper understanding of online platforms.
2. To create an accountability framework that incentivizes processes and design features that mitigate systemic risks of online platforms.
3. To ensure companies provide accurate information and follow rules.\textsuperscript{32}

The United States’ initiatives against disinformation have been primarily pushed forward by members of the Democrat Party. The executive and legislative efforts have yet to convince House Republican leaders to take action on transparency, accountability, and the consequences of disinformation. Similar to the ROK’s KISO, social media such as Meta have adopted measures against misinformation and operate content moderation based on a fact checking system. Unlike Korea, however, the United States views the coordinated acts of disinformation as threats to national security.

LESSONS FROM EUROPE’S FIGHT AGAINST DISINFORMATION

Having recognized the threat of online disinformation in 2015, the European Commission adopted the \textit{Action Plan against Disinformation} and tasked the European External Action Service (EEAS) with providing strategic communication to address disinformation, which requires political coherence and an integrated approach to strategic communication, data protection, electoral processes, law enforcement, and media. In close cooperation with institutions, member states, the private sector and civil society, Europe implements its coordinated response to disinformation in four pillars:

1. Improving the capabilities of European Union (EU) institutions to detect, analyze and expose disinformation.
2. Strengthening coordinated and joint responses to disinformation.
3. Mobilizing the private sector to tackle disinformation.
4. Raising awareness and improving societal resilience.\textsuperscript{33}

This action plan is implemented by strengthening the capacity of the Intelligence and Situation Center to analyze disinformation campaigns, setting up a rapid alert system to provide real-time warnings, ensuring private sector accountability to implement the Code of Practice, and raising public awareness to improve societal resilience while ensuring media independence.

Beyond these efforts, the EU has enacted the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) to strengthen its capacity to fight disinformation and set a deadline for companies to comply with data protection and privacy measures. Any failure to comply by 2018 would have resulted in fines up to 4\% of global annual revenue for companies in violation.\textsuperscript{34} Despite the struggle to monitor the digital space, online media and platforms have grown complicated enough for Europe to regulate based on the limits of GDPR. The Digital Services Act (DSA) was adopted to obligate users, businesses, and member states to better protect individual rights and to ensure transparency and accountability.

\textsuperscript{31} US Congress, House of Representatives, \textit{HR. 6796}, 2022.
\textsuperscript{33} European Commission, \textit{Joint Communication to the European Parliament, the European Council, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions: Action Plan against Disinformation}, May 12, 2018.
\textsuperscript{34} European Union, \textit{General Data Protection Regulation: Article 83(5)}, 2016.
The implementation of the DSA would set a rule across Europe, assure universal compliance for all European citizens, and cultivate an accountable digital environment for platforms to be transparent about content moderation decisions. The new law imposes fines of up to 6% of global annual revenue and restriction of access to platforms as a means to mitigate disinformation as well as protect digital rights. Regarding the “supply of incorrect, incomplete or misleading information,” member states would be required to impose a fine of 1% of annual income.

Europe’s regulation of the digital space has evolved from the Commission’s executive approach through the EEAS (2015) to Union-wide legislation through the GDPR (2016) and new DSA (2022). While the GDPR had provided legal basis for the protection of individual rights and privacy, the new legislation introduced by the Parliament and Council attempts to apply concrete measures for all stakeholders, including users, businesses, and member states, across the whole of Europe. This could be compared to the United States’ introductions of legislation in Congress to protect digital rights and address disinformation.

**POLICY IMPLICATIONS FOR THE ROK-US ALLIANCE**

Global and regional cases have shown that disinformation is no longer restricted to the military domain, nor does it belong strictly to the intelligence realm. Still, the idea of disinformation began with military and intelligence operations in an effort to tarnish the image of opposing regimes. In fact, the two Koreas have painted different pictures of one another through disinformation since the demarcation of the peninsula into northern and southern halves. Today’s foreign affairs, defense, and intelligence agencies most often experience disinformation activities as foreign efforts to influence public opinion.

The comprehensive alliance between the ROK and the US has endured a series of tests by competing powers. The US-China strategic rivalry has burdened the ROK with the possibility of uncoupling from China should it choose to bolster its ties with the US. The technological decoupling between the two great powers would no longer just involve import and export controls but also regulation on cross-border data transfer. This demonstrates the value of sensitive information and data and their potential as elements of smart power.

The relations between South Korea and the United States have also been put to the test when policy changes have taken effect. In 2008, the Munhwa Broadcasting Corporation aired a current affairs show on the dangers of beef imports from the US. Following the program, disinformation manipulated the public and led to protests against US beef and a drop in then-President Lee Myung-bak’s approval rating to 20%. North Korea used disinformation tactics after sinking the Cheonan, a ROK corvette, in 2010. Its intelligence operatives used ROK’s resident registration numbers to create online accounts and post messages which had denied the involvement and, instead, stated that ROK was disguising North Korea as a scapegoat. In 2017, disinformation about the effects of radar on human fertility and agricultural crops concerning a Terminal High Altitude Air Defense (THAAD) battery and its deployment in Seongju, some 220-kilometers from Seoul, eroded public opinion of the Park Geun-hye administration and public trust in the US Forces Korea. Despite the disinformation, Moon Jae-in’s administration resumed and completed the deployment in October.
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A year after his incumbency of the Blue House, Moon Jae-in and his political party established the Special Committee on Disinformation and reviewed the prosecution of 280 cases of disinformation related to COVID-19. His “War on Fake News” also aimed to remove content and accounts criticizing the administration for having a liberal approach towards North Korea. In 2019, a newspaper claimed that the prosecutor’s office buried evidence of the Kim Hak-eui scandal and linked it to Yoon Suk Yeol, who was then the prosecutor general. This disinformation steered positive support for then Justice Minister Cho Kuk, who had been under investigation for corruption, and led the public to call for Yoon’s resignation.

Domestic forces have utilized disinformation for power to drive a wedge in public solidarity and accelerate disapproval of the incumbent administration or against the competing political party. Foreign forces have used disinformation as a tool to undermine legitimacy of the government, instigate political polarization, and incubate cultures of information disorder. Both domestic and foreign disinformation influenced the ROK government and US presence, reversing the maturity of the ROK-US alliance.

Both allies face disinformation against the ideals of liberal democracy and tout-à-coup disinformation at critical points of their domestic political processes. ROK, for instance, survived a North Korean attack on the Cheonan and endured the disinformation that followed, while the US faced Russian online disinformation in its 2016 elections. Considering similar historical patterns of disinformation, the Republic of Korea and the United States should form a combined response to halt any structural conditions which may allow the exploitation of disinformation and deter common bad actors through regulatory measures.

Before establishing any combined response, the ROK and US should learn from the best practices of the European Union on having taken both executive and legislative approaches to bolster a structural response towards disinformation. Recalling the United States’ disagreement over the role of the Disinformation Governance Board, it is suggested that the two nations establish national governance mechanisms that would be founded on accountability, transparency, and partnership. A comprehensive plan should be devised on a phased approach where capacity building of the executive branch will parallel legislation to support funding for: theory and policy research on misinformation, malinformation, and disinformation; technical and civil society capacity for fact checking; education programs for raising awareness on information disorder and literacy on media and fact checking; an ad hoc group to guide the development of governance mechanisms for disinformation that would be based on public consensus.

This comprehensive and combined response can also be organized in parallel with national capacity building to combat common disinformation. Recognizing the principle of partnerships, allies should hold a dialogue to share lessons learned and best practices in preventing, regulating, and educating about information disorder. This dialogue will only strengthen the comprehensive alliance, but it will also enhance national capacities through exchanges among government officials, academia, civil society, and technology companies. Furthermore, it will have a deterrent effect against disinformation actors, and provide an opportunity to exemplify the principles of a “free and open Indo-Pacific.” Looking beyond the immediate future, the ROK and US can take the first steps to gradually expand the dialogue to a forum, transition from a minilateral to multilateral approach through confidence building measures, share best practices and find a consensus on the challenges of disinformation based on partnerships.

6. The politics of multilateral energy cooperation in Northeast Asia: The implications for South Korea, Japan, and China
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ABSTRACT

The three major energy consumers in Northeast Asia—China, South Korea, and Japan—have been engaged in a number of political initiatives for regional energy security cooperation not only in the fossil fuel sector, but also in other sectors including nuclear and renewable energy. However, the effectiveness of these political initiatives for multilateral energy cooperation has remained limited, as countries instead continue to address their energy security challenges by strengthening bilateral relations with overseas energy-producing nations. The persistent lack of implementation of these initiatives has resulted in solidifying the existing seller-centered energy market system rather than realizing the long-held desires for establishing an effective buyer’s market in Northeast Asia. The purpose of this paper is to explore the politics of this contradictory relationship between energy securitization and multilateral energy cooperation in Northeast Asia and provide policy recommendations for future opportunities for regional energy cooperation. In this respect, this paper argues that the persistent lack of multilateral energy cooperation in Northeast Asia is the product of the interplay between the changing global energy market and the concomitant reshaping of energy geopolitics in the region.

INTRODUCTION

Energy security has long been one of the key agendas for multilateral cooperation in Northeast Asia, particularly among the three largest economies in the region—China, South Korea, and Japan. Despite their advantageous position as one of the largest energy markets, they have failed to exercise effective bargaining power collectively and remain at a huge disadvantage in terms of prices. Their common thirst for overseas oil and gas supplies, shared concerns over unfavorable prices, and interest in decarbonization policies constitute an integral part of their move toward regional energy cooperation. Accordingly, there have been a number of relevant political initiatives to map out ways for joint action not only in the traditional fossil fuel sector, but also in other energy sectors including nuclear and renewable energy.

However, many such initiatives have resulted only in hollow promises and empty rhetoric without visible outcomes and enduring success. In the asymmetrical supply and demand relationship of the global energy market—with a large number of consumers beholden to a small number of producers—the three countries have instead continued to address energy security challenges by seeking and consolidating their own bilateral relations with overseas energy-producing countries, primarily in the Middle East.

ENERGY LANDSCAPES IN NORTHEAST ASIA

Common recognition of the need for multilateral energy cooperation by the three Northeast Asian countries is built upon similarities in their energy landscapes. To begin with, China, South Korea, and Japan have all shown similar energy-consumption patterns in recent decades. Based on their manufacturing and export-oriented industrial economies, primary energy demand from these countries has significantly increased in line with their economic development and rapid industrialization. Although traditional fossil fuels—particularly coal and oil—still account for a significant amount of each country’s energy mix, they are gradually transitioning toward green energy by reducing the share of fossil fuels and expanding the role of relatively low-carbon sources of electricity, such as nuclear and renewable energy.
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According to the 2021 British Petroleum (BP) Statistical Review of World Energy, China’s overall coal demand rose 0.3% in 2020 due to the rising needs of domestic industrial sectors including power, steel, construction, manufacturing, and chemical production. However, coal’s share in China’s total energy mix decreased to 57% in 2020, compared to 58% in 2019. Although South Korea generated two-thirds of its electricity from coal-fired power plants and nuclear reactors until recently, the departed Moon Jae-in administration made a commitment to stop the construction of new coal and nuclear plants. In 2020, the Japanese government also announced its commitment to curtail its domestic reliance on coal as well as its exports of coal-fired power-generation technology abroad. Due to its wide recognition as a transitional fuel that can fill the void created by the decreasing use of coal, the share of natural gas in each country’s energy mix is expected by many academics and practitioners to hold steady or expand from 2030 to 2035.

The three countries have also proceeded with the development of nuclear power plants as part of their strategies to meet net-zero greenhouse emissions goals. While China has been very proactive in developing nuclear plants, South Korea and Japan—which previously reduced the share of nuclear power in their energy plans—announced that they will restart nuclear power plants in the process of transitioning toward green energy. Overall, the proportion of fossil fuel power-generation is still high in the three countries, but their common shift away from coal and oil toward natural gas and clean energy demonstrates that they are on their way toward a green energy transition. Another important factor that has facilitated the need for regional energy cooperation lies in the deep-rooted asymmetric producer-consumer relationship in the global oil and gas market. Despite their position as a major consumer market, the three Northeast Asian countries have paid the so-called “Asian Premium,” as Middle Eastern producers, such as the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), sell oil and gas to them at a much higher price than to Europe. In recent years, the increasing demand for the elimination of the Asian Premium on natural gas prices has constituted an integral part of their move toward energy security cooperation on a regional scale. The three countries have expressed their willingness and aspirations for energy security cooperation, particularly in the traditional energy sector, to transform the existing seller-centered energy market into a buyer-driven landscape.

**ENERGY COOPERATION INITIATIVES IN NORTHEAST ASIA: MORE TALK THAN ACTION**

The three countries have often addressed their energy cooperation issues within existing multilateral platforms at the wider regional level, such as Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC), ASEAN+3, and the East Asia Summit (EAS). Each regime provides energy security-related dialogue channels, such as the APEC Energy Working Group, ASEAN+3 Senior Officials Meeting on Energy, Energy Policy Governing Group, and the East Asia Summit Ministers Meeting. These energy cooperation schemes have served as meaningful platforms to foster and broaden the pattern of regional cooperation not only in the traditional energy sector, but also in the growing low-carbon sector. As some of the member countries in these regimes, such as Indonesia and Malaysia, are among the major oil and gas producers in the region, these cooperation schemes have had some notable limitations in providing a proper platform for China, South Korea, and Japan to address energy security challenges from the demand side. Thus, the three countries have also sought to foster energy cooperation within the framework of the Korea-China-Japan trilateral initiative.
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summit, first held in 1999 following the ASEAN+3 Summit. Since the trilateral meeting was institutionalized in December 2008 as separate from the existing ASEAN+3 Summit framework, the three countries began to develop their own political initiatives and dialogues on energy security cooperation at multiple levels, including ministerial conferences, senior official meetings, and entrepreneurs’ conferences. The Trilateral Cooperation Secretariat (TCS) was subsequently established in 2011 as part of their attempts to promote multilateral cooperation in the region. To be specific, the political initiatives for multilateral energy cooperation in Northeast Asia have largely fallen into three broad categories based on type of energy source. In the fossil fuels sector, recent energy cooperation initiatives have tended to focus on natural gas, specifically the liquefied natural gas (LNG) sector. This is partly related to the fact that natural gas is considered a relatively clean bridge fuel in each country’s transition to clean energy, but also to the rigid nature of the natural gas market. Indeed, compared to the oil market that provides few incentives for cooperation between importers, the natural gas market provides more motivation for cooperation thanks to long-term contracts indexed to oil prices that pass price risk onto consumers.

Amid the rapid increase of LNG imports across the region, the three countries have reached a consensus that joint action is needed to reduce the financial burden of these imports. Accordingly, these three major gas buyers in Northeast Asia, which have long been passive recipients of traditional LNG supplies, began to take greater initiative to pursue competitively priced LNG based on multilateral cooperation. In 2015, South Korea’s Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy (MOTIE) took the first initiative to crystalize trilateral LNG cooperation in the region. This initiative was subsequently embodied in Clause 19 of the joint declaration adopted at the sixth trilateral summit held in Seoul in November 2015: “We reaffirmed the necessity of trilateral energy cooperation in achieving sustainable growth and co-prosperity of Northeast Asia. In this regard, we will strengthen our cooperation on LNG to enhance the liquidity and efficiency of the LNG market in Northeast Asia.”

Following this declaration, a series of initiatives for energy cooperation in the region have been developed. Most notably, the 2017 Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on LNG Business Cooperation between China’s national oil company (China National Offshore Oil Corporation, CNOOC), Japan’s largest power generation company (JERA) and Korea’s public gas company (Korea Gas Corporation, KOGAS), pursued joint procurement of LNG, joint participation in upstream projects, and cooperation relating to LNG shipping and storage. Adding to the cooperation scheme at the business level, aspirations to lower international prices for LNG imports were clearly expressed in the MoU on LNG cooperation at the 2018 trilateral summit in Tokyo.

While the three Northeast Asian countries were successful in launching political initiatives for multilateral cooperation in the LNG sector, the effectiveness of these initiatives has remained limited to promoting diplomatic dialogue rather than actual implementation. Despite the professed consensus for trilateral coordination, LNG cooperation has tended to take place as an extension of economic and diplomatic bilateral relations in the region.

For example, both the 13th and 14th Plans for Long-term Natural Gas Supply and Demand (hereafter “gas plan”) that were announced by the South Korean government in April 2018 and April 2021, consistently emphasized the importance of strengthening joint LNG supply and demand management systems through volume swaps, joint use of LNG facilities and information exchange. As the 13th “gas plan” specifically noted, a total of 71 LNG swap deals took place between 2013 and 2018, of which 64 were made between South Korea and Japan and seven were made
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through bilateral relations between South Korea and China. Various areas related to LNG cooperation, ranging from core issues such as the abolition of the Asian Premium to other issues such as joint use of LNG facilities, have also been discussed within the context of the bilateral relationship in the region. A concrete example illustrating this phenomenon can be found in the relationship between South Korea and China: LNG cooperation has recently entered the bilateral relationship agenda through the development of a series of mechanisms, including energy conferences at the government and business levels and a joint gas-development agreement.18

Multilateral cooperation in the nuclear sector has also been relatively active in Northeast Asia, with all three countries participating in the three existing regional cooperation schemes for nuclear governance. First, the Regional Cooperative Agreement for Research, Development and Training Related to Nuclear Science and Technology for Asia and the Pacific (RCA) was established in 1972 under the auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) with the aim of intensifying the collaboration among Asian member states in research, development and training projects.19 Second, a Japan-led cooperation framework—the Forum for Nuclear Cooperation in Asia (FNCA)—was established in 2000 to promote the peaceful and safe use of nuclear technology in the region. Finally, the Top Regulators’ Meeting on Nuclear Safety (TRM) was created in 2008 for trilateral cooperation on nuclear safety regulation between China, South Korea, and Japan. Regulatory officials from the three countries gather on a regular basis to discuss the establishment of an emergency information exchange system by conducting joint disaster prevention projects.

Though engaged in each of these frameworks, the three countries have competed for a leadership role in the field of nuclear safety and regulation. While South Korea has been an active member in the RCA framework, Japan has led another cooperation framework, FNCA. It also should be noted, however, that these regional mechanisms have limitations in moving beyond the level of sharing information on current nuclear-related status among the member countries.

Conversely, there have been relatively few cooperative initiatives in Northeast Asia in the field of renewable energy. However, as addressed in China’s Belt and Road Power Grids, or the Global Energy Interconnection Project,20 and South Korea’s proposed Northeast Asia Super Grid concept,21 the three countries have supported the idea of building a renewable-based grid network across the region as a means of satisfying the growing electricity demand as well as achieving their own net carbon neutrality targets. Given that the use of clean energy significantly depends on natural conditions and that supply may be unstable and intermittent if developed within a single country, the nations have recognized the importance of multilateral cooperation for storing, transmitting and distributing electricity via an interconnected supply chain across the region. The Northeast Asia Power System Integration (NAPSI) project proposed by the Asian Development Bank (ADB) is one notable initiative that seeks to create a regional renewable energy market by linking the grids of China, South Korea, Japan, Mongolia, and possibly Russia into an interconnected power system.22

Overall, despite the widely held recognition of the importance of regional energy cooperation, these multilateral initiatives aimed at creating a consumer-centered market system have not succeeded in producing concrete results. There has been a great deal of debate over why multilateral energy cooperation in Northeast Asia has failed. An-
swers to this puzzle have centered around the region’s structural conditions related to political complexity, historical disputes, and institutional constraints inherent in the region, as well as different levels of energy market liberalization across the region. It could be assumed that the momentum to implement these initiatives has been lost due to deteriorated relations between the three countries over political and historical issues, but it is difficult to find a publicly accepted reason why these multilateral initiatives have floundered. This paper focuses on the complex nature of the global energy market and the concomitant changes in energy geopolitics in Northeast Asia to provide a more plausible answer to this persistent lack of multilateral energy cooperation in the region.

BETWEEN ENERGY SECURITY AND THE SECURITIZATION OF ENERGY

The current energy landscape in Northeast Asia lies somewhere between the rise of energy security cooperation initiatives and the securitization of energy. Today’s global energy market, particularly the oil and gas market, continues to experience a variety of changes. On one side, the development and investment in traditional energy resources is expected to gradually decrease in line with decarbonization trends, while the other side emphasizes the persistence of fossil fuels. Such unpredictable dynamics in the global oil and gas market, and the resultant price volatility, have led the major energy consumers in Northeast Asia to seek their own energy security strategies in a relatively stable and predictable manner.

For the three largest energy-importing countries, which have long sought to address energy security challenges through bilateral relations with powerful energy exporters, shifting oil and gas market dynamics have provided little incentive to form a collective regional bargaining power in solidarity against overseas exporters. Instead of pursuing such a bold approach that could affect existing bilateral relationships, the three countries have further strengthened bilateral relations with these overseas producers while continuing to lightly engage in low-level regional energy cooperation initiatives. As each country’s approach to energy security has become further fragmented and securitized within this context, the opportunities for multilateral cooperation in the traditional fossil fuel sector continue to shrink. As Figure 1 illustrates below, Northeast Asia’s landscape in the traditional energy sector, in which regional players from both producer and consumer sides are intricately intertwined, has also made it more difficult for the three countries to reach convergence in their approaches to energy cooperation. As the United States and Russia recently emerged as new oil and gas exporters to the region, their attempts to occupy the Northeast Asian market have affected the energy security strategies of the three countries. It has become more difficult for China, which is in conflict with the US, to pursue a cooperative relationship with such key US allies as South Korea and Japan. While South Korea and Japan are under implicit pressure to increase imports of oil and gas from the US, China has strengthened its bilateral energy cooperation with Russia as part of its attempt to put the brakes on the new US-led energy order in Northeast Asia.

For instance, Russia and China signed the Power of Siberia gas pipeline deal in May 2014 and Russia’s state-owned oil company, Gazprom, is supplying natural gas to China via the Power of Siberia 1 pipeline. The Yamal LNG and Arctic LNG 2 projects have also emerged as notable examples of Sino-Russian energy cooperation in Northeast Asia. Most recently, China’s President Xi Jinping and Russia’s President Vladimir Putin met in Beijing in February 2022, confirming a series of business deals with new contracts for Russian oil and gas exports to China between Rosneft, Gazprom and CNPC.
Within this context, Russia has become the third-largest natural gas supplier (including both pipeline gas and LNG) and the second-largest crude oil supplier to China in 2021. That does not necessarily mean that China has had no energy relationship with the US. Although LNG trade between the US and China was suspended for a short period of intensifying political and economic confrontation during the Trump administration, China’s need for LNG brought the country back to the US market. The US became China’s second-largest LNG supplier in 2021, even at a time when trade tensions remain high.

Figure 1. Energy Relations Landscape in Northeast Asia

As bilateral cooperation between China and Russia intensifies in the traditional energy sector, the dilemma of South Korea and Japan—US security allies and the largest importers of US LNG—has also grown. While seeking to expand the proportion of US LNG in their energy options, they have also taken relatively independent and pragmatic approaches to energy security issues. In line with this, both countries have diversified their fuel supplies by expanding bilateral relations with Russia. On one hand, Japan currently participates in Russia’s oil and gas projects, including Arctic LNG-2 and the Sakhalin 1 and 2 projects. South Korea, on the other hand, has sought to expand energy cooperation with Russia by purchasing Sakhalin-2’s LNG under long-term contracts and envisioning a natural gas pipeline (PNG) project on the Korean Peninsula connecting Russia and North Korea.

In the region’s energy market, where conflicts between the US and China and between the US and Russia have long been entangled, the relatively pragmatic energy security policies of both Japan and South Korea are constantly put to the test. This phenomenon has become further intensified since Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in February 2022. While China further strengthens its already strong energy ties with Russia, Japan and South Korea have been under mounting pressure to review business connections with Russian oil and LNG projects. Both Japan and South Korea, which currently have few alternatives to Russian imports, have justified their purchase of Russian oil and gas. Japan recently announced it would not voluntarily withdraw its investment in the Sakhalin-2 project, and South Korea
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has also shown reluctance to ban imports of Russian oil and gas. Such dilemmas arising from their precarious energy relations with both the US and Russia have further destabilized and obfuscated their political and market positions. While China has successfully obtained a better bargaining position vis-à-vis Russia by taking advantage of Moscow’s desperation after its loss of the European LNG market, the current energy geopolitics in the region are becoming bifurcated. Forming two different blocs—China-Russia versus the US-South Korea-Japan—this division is further complicating the energy security situation in Japan and South Korea.

This reshaping of energy geopolitics in Northeast Asia and the changing global energy market holds a number of implications for the region. Overall, multilateral energy cooperation between China, South Korea, and Japan in traditional fossil fuel sectors is becoming less likely, especially where strong bilateral relations with major producers such as the US, Russia and the Middle East have already been established. Within the changing global energy market that is gradually moving away from fossil fuels, the three countries’ energy security strategies related to fossil fuels are prone to be implemented in a stable and less risky manner through the strengthening of bilateral energy relations with existing overseas producers. Arguably, it is because there is no need to place short and medium-term energy policies in the direction of pursuing joint actions that risk established relationships with overseas producers. The current geopolitical landscape in the traditional energy sector, which has become further securitized in this context, has thus made it more difficult for the three countries to achieve connectivity in their energy policies.

**WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE**

The market-driven and geopolitical-based aspects of energy relations are expected to determine the prospect of energy security cooperation in Northeast Asia. However, the question is how to set up a proper cooperation mechanism between China, South Korea, and Japan in a more sustainable and durable format that is less prone to stalemate and inaction. The challenge is to balance different short and long-term energy security interests in a way that advances each nation’s distinctive national interests and the wider interests of the region, without simultaneously disturbing carbon neutrality goals.

Thus, what is currently needed for future multilateral energy cooperation in the region is to prioritize issues and areas that are more consistent with broader trends and dynamics in the global energy market and that have relatively few geopolitical implications. This paper proposes strengthening cooperation in specific sectors—LNG, nuclear, and renewable energy—that are currently deemed priority resources within the global energy transition and to seek out relevant projects that have little geopolitical implications for the three countries.

First, regional cooperation in the LNG sector, despite the consensus on the need for multilateral collaboration between China, South Korea, and Japan to reduce the so-called Asian Premium, has often been implemented in the form of bilateral relations between importers and exporters. Given that it is widely expected that fossil fuels, particularly LNG, will continue to occupy a significant portion of energy mixes in the three countries at least for the next few decades, opportunities for multilateral cooperation in the sector still exist. However, multilateral energy cooperation targeting established LNG producers that already have strong bilateral relations with the three countries—namely the Gulf States, the US, and Russia—is unlikely to succeed, as it could generate geopolitical and security risks for energy importing countries in Northeast Asia.

---


33 For example, the European Commission recently announced its plan to categorize investment into natural gas and nuclear energy projects as “green” and “low-carbon” along with other renewable energy investments. Although huge concerns remain among many environmentalists and some investors over the risk of undermining the EU’s target of carbon neutrality by 2050, this approach is gradually recognized as a realistic alternative not only in Europe, but also other countries within the current incomplete global energy transition process. For more information, see: John Ainger and Ewa Krukowska, “EU Unveils Controversial Green Label for Gas and Nuclear,” *Bloomberg*, Feb. 2, 2022, https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-02-02/eu-to-unveil-controversial-green-label-plan-for-gas-and-nuclear.
One option that policymakers can consider is the establishment of multilateral cooperation practices by participating in LNG projects taking place in regions with relatively little direct geopolitical implications for Northeast Asia. Taking part in oil and gas projects with emerging producers in Sub-Saharan Africa, Southeast Asia, and the Pacific islands could provide a more effective locus for the three Northeast Asian countries to implement joint ventures and strategic alliances. For example, Mozambique’s LNG industry, in which five Asian energy companies from China, India, South Korea, Japan, and Thailand are simultaneously engaged as key shareholders, could be an important testing ground for joint action as major LNG buyers. To this end, the three countries should maintain and consolidate existing dialogues and cooperation schemes at both governmental and business levels to develop future opportunities for joint ventures in overseas gas projects in emerging energy-producing countries.

Second, multilateral cooperation in the nuclear sector should be implemented in a way that further strengthens existing regional cooperation schemes dealing with nuclear safety and regulation. Nuclear power, which is time consuming and costly to develop, is an area in which public intervention is unavoidable. Indeed, many countries that have adopted nuclear power have invested large-scale public resources for a long period of time to develop relevant technology and infrastructure. Given that nuclear power is basically a political energy sector that requires large-scale state intervention, the three countries have treated nuclear energy as an object of national interest, despite their acknowledgement of the need for a joint response to nuclear safety issues after the Fukushima accident. Seen in this way, multilateral cooperation in Northeast Asia regarding nuclear energy should be implemented in a way that reduces potential geopolitical risks that may be caused by the highly political nature of nuclear power. A realistic solution is to make the best use of existing nuclear-related multilateral cooperation architectures in the region, so key players can jointly deal with specific action items such as safety regulations, environment, and information sharing. Starting with these low-level but important issues would potentially lead to more ambitious, higher-level cooperation on issues such as non-proliferation.

Finally, cooperation in the field of renewable energy, which is not yet mature, can provide a longer-term window of opportunity for multilateral energy cooperation in the era of global energy transition. In particular, the development of a renewable-based grid network across the region has great potential for future multilateral cooperation given the three countries’ common recognition of the importance of building a network for electricity, similar levels of renewable energy technology, and the region’s promising clean energy potential. While energy security for finite oil and gas resources is often considered a zero-sum game based around “who gets how much energy resources, how and why,” it is widely known that the democratic characteristics and global distribution of renewable energy can help mitigate geopolitical concerns related to energy security.

In the context of Northeast Asia renewable cooperation policy, decision makers must first address geopolitical rivalries between the potential participants in the projects presented so far—Russia, China, South Korea, and Japan. The geopolitical tensions, lack of mutual trust, and long-standing disputes over historical interpretations have been central in the relational dynamics in Northeast Asia. For example, if a country that has previously weaponized energy resources to deal with political issues launched future grid network projects based on their own plans and strategies, it could bring a higher degree of reluctance by other countries to commit to cross-border energy cooperation. One option that policymakers in the region should consider to overcome such potential risk is to actively participate in projects led by regional organizations, such as the ADB, rather than in projects led by specific countries. These higher governance systems can better address politically and economically sensitive issues that may arise in the process of developing network projects, such as the establishment of a power grid passing through North Korea, as well as geopolitical risks related to critical materials and cyber security.

To this end, the following two aspects should be considered to begin and sustain fresh dialogue for multilateral cooperation on renewable energy. First, it is necessary for all players, including political elites and the financial community, to continuously reaffirm that the end goal of developing an interconnected power system in Northeast Asia is not only to satisfy domestic energy needs, but also to meet the region-wide goal of decarbonization. Any type of multilateral cooperation may be easily affected by regional dynamics, so having a broad-based consensus and coalition that agrees upon the need for a regional renewable energy market and global climate targets is essential.
Therefore, official and semi-official communication channels should be kept open and supported as an initial step to help ease energy security-related concerns and motivate cross-border cooperation in technology, finance, and infrastructure. Under the governance of regional organizations, participating countries should continue to discuss grid development-related details, such as how to incorporate other relevant multilateral initiatives and form a governance structure for the project. Such incremental but continuous movement towards a regional renewable energy market would potentially open the door for the Northeast Asian countries, who have long been vulnerable in terms of supply-side availability, to become future exporters of clean energy-based electricity.

CONCLUSION

The gap between the proliferation of political initiatives for multilateral energy cooperation and their persistent lack of implementation in Northeast Asia has often been understood as a regional cooperation problem caused by political, historic, and institutional constraints inherent in the region. What this paper has sought to reveal, however, is that this widely known regional cooperation problem is rather the product of the interplay between the changing global energy market and the concomitant reshaping of energy geopolitics in Northeast Asia.

Within the changing global energy market, which is gradually shifting from fossil fuels to clean energy, the three countries have addressed their energy security challenges in a relatively stable and predictable way. Namely, by strengthening bilateral relations with overseas energy producers, rather than pursuing multilateral cooperation that may affect already established energy relations in the fossil fuels sector. The current geopolitical landscape in Northeast Asia’s traditional energy sector, which has become further securitized and fragmented within this context, has made it more difficult for the three countries to actively engage in multilateral cooperation.

Despite this gloomy outlook for Northeast Asia, opportunities still exist. As discussed, the recommended policies for future multilateral energy cooperation in the region are to implement cooperation practices in specific energy sectors—LNG, nuclear, and renewable energy—that are deemed consistent with the dynamics of global energy transition and in areas that have relatively little direct geopolitical implications for the three countries. There is no doubt that bilateral energy relations will continue to prevail in Northeast Asia’s energy landscape. However, multilateralism can also prove successful if countries implement cooperation practices based on strategic consideration of the geopolitical implications and dynamics of the international energy market.
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